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Abstract

In the World Wide Web a machine can easily process the structure of
resources. However, more advanced techniques a,re necessary to determine
the semantic contents of such resources.

The Semantic Web is an enhancement of the Web which aims to over-
come this difficulty. Annotating Web resources with information about their
contents, described using a formal language, helps machines process the se-

mantics of the resource.
Integrating that semantic information, which can be described using OWL,

with a Contextual Logic Programming framework provides a clear and sim-
ple way to represent and query an ontology. The main contributions of this
work to that purpose a,re:

o A system capable of representing OWL DL ontologies and performing
queries over that representation

o A SPARQL query answering module: this makes the system available
to a wide range of users and automated processes, enabling the possi-
bility of advertising it as a web service.
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Resumo

SPARQL para Interrogação de Ontologias Web com Pro-
gramação em Lógica Contextual

Na World Wide Web os programas informáticos conseguem processar fácil-
mente a estrutura das páginas. Contudo, são necessárias técnicas avançadas
para determinar o conteúdo semântico dessas páginas.

A Semantic Web é uma extensão da Web que tenta ultrapassar esta
dificuldade. Criar anotações nas páginas com informação acerca do seu

conteúdo, descrita numa linguagem formal, ajuda o processamento automa-
tizado da semântica da página.

A integração dessa informação semântica, que pode ser descrita através de

OWL, com uma framework de Programação em Lógica Contextual disponi-
biliza uma maneira clara e simples de representar e interrogar ontologias. As
principais contribuições deste trabalho para esse objectivo são:

o Um sistema capaz de representar ontologias OWL DL e de realizar
interrogações baseadas nessa representação

o Um módulo de resposta a interrogações SPARQL: permite disponibi-
lizar o sistema a um elevado número de utilizadores e processos au-

tomáticos e possibilita anunciá-lo como um serviço Web.
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Acronyms and Definitions

Arity : The number of arguments of a predicate or unit

Context : A ordered sequence of units where a CxLP goal is executed

CxLP : Contextual Logic Programming

F\rnctor : The name of a predicate

HTML : HyperText Markup Language

ISCO : Information System COnstruction, a framework for accessing rela-
tional databases from Prolog

O.WL : Web Ontology Language

Ontolory : A formal description about concepts of a specific domain. Can
be described using OWL

PiLLoW : A library for handling WWW documents (HTML, XML) from
Prolog

Predicate : A logical assertion, possibly including conditions for validity

RDF : Resoutce Description Flamework

RDFS : RDF Schema

SPARQT : SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

Unit : The CxLP representation of a set of Prolog predicates

W3C : World Wide Web Consortium

XML : eXtensible Markup Language
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The system being presented here, XPTOI, enables accessing OWL (Web
Ontology Language) ontologies from within a Contextual Logic Program-
ming environment, namely GNU Prolog/CX. It also allows to integrate these
ontologies in the running program enabling using them as a part of the com-
putation.

Also presented is a component of the system that enables it to answer
queries formulated using the SPARQL query language and thus presenting
the possibility of making the system visible to the World Wide Web though
a Web Service.

Throughout this work, Logic Programming (more specifically Contextual
Logic Programming) is used to represent and query the ontologies in the
XPTO system core and also to represent and evaluate the queries in the
SPARQL query answering module.

1.1 The Semantic Web
The main purpose of the Semantic Web [BLHLO1] is to provide machi,ne

understandable Web resources, allowing the information they contain to be
accessed and processed by machines alongside human users.

In order to achieve this, it will be necessaxy for Web Resources to be
annotated with information describing their contents, using a standard de-
scription language that can be understood by humans and easily processed

by machines.
The commonly used annotation language is RDF and, based on RDF,

the OWL ontology language was developed. An ontology is a description
of definitions and concepts about a certain domain. OWL is a language

IXPTO is a recursive acronym that stands for XPTO Prolog Tbanslati,on of Ontologi,es.
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compatible with current Web standards (XML, RDF and RDFS) and whose
semantics are formally defined [DSB+04].

t.2 Motivation and Objectives
The purpose of this work is to use Logic Programming, more specifically

Contextual Logic Programming, as a mediator fra,mework for Semantic Web
agents, in which knowledge representation for ontology documents and other
sources of information can be integrated in a transparent manner. For ex-
ample using the ISCO framework [AN06] it is possible to integrate relational
databases and Web ontologies.

Contextual Logic Programming is an extension to Logic Programming
that intends to introduce modular programming. The adopted framework,
GNU Prolog/CX, described in [4N06] makes use of persistence and program
structuring through the use of contexts [4D03].

The main objective of the XPTO system is to be able to represent and
query web ontologies from the perspective of Contextual Logic Programming.

After transforming the information of an ontology into GNU Prolog/CX
units and predicates, it is possible to use these definitions in a Prolog com-
putation and access the ontology. This framework can be used to provide a
front end that can act as a SPARQL web agent. This front end can receive
a SPARQL query about a known ontology, process it against the internal
representation and return the corresponding results.

Parts of this work have previously been presented: an initial description
of the system was shown in [FLA07]. The examples and use cases for the
system described in Section 5.5 were presented in [LFA07].

L.3 Related Work
Other available systems provide similar capabilities to XPTO. Either in

the representation of the ontologies, SPARQL query engines or in both as-
pects. Some of these systems are briefly introduced next:

Thea

Thea [Van06] is an OWL parser implemented in Prolog. It uses The SWI-
Prolog Semantic Web library to parse the OWL ontologies into RDF triples

2



and then builds the representation based on these results. The ontology is
represented as Prolog terms and its structure is further described in [Van07].

Known issues and limitations are:

r Thea does not make any inferences nor does it check the consistency
of the OWL ontology.

o It parses OWL Full, DL and Lite ontologies but it does not validate
them.

o It does not support the ow1: inport directive: the imported ontology
is not parsed automatically.

Racer

Racer [Sof07, HM01] is an OWL reasoner and inference engine for the Se-

mantic Web. It enables applications to query OWL ontologies implementing
the candidate standard OWL querying language OWLQL.

Implemented in Common Lisp, Racer is able to start multiple reasoners
on the local machine and distribute its load âmong the Racer instances. It
also uses query caching, each query sent by clients and each answer to that
query obtained through reasoning can be cached by the system.

Protégé Protégé [Pro06] is a platform that provides tools to construct
ontologies. Through its Protégé-OWL plugin, it enables users to build on-
tologies for the Semantic Web [KMR04] and allows integration with reasoners
such as Racer.

Jena

Jena [Jen06] is an open source Java framework for the Semantic Web
developed at the HP Labs Semanti,c Web Progran'Ln'àe. Jena includes a RDF
API, an OWL API and a SPARQL query engine allowing Java programmers
to access OWL ontologies in a simple manner.

The SPARQL query engine present in Jena, known as ARQ 2, allows Jena
from within its framework, to query an external SPARQL agent and process

the returning results.

2DocumentationaboutARQcanbefound atA*p://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/docr:mentation.html
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Ontolog'y inference Jena can use different reasoners to infer new triples.
AII inferred information is stored as new triples thus exposing them to the
queries.s

Persistence Storage In addition to in-memory storage, Jena provides per-
sistent storage of RDF documents in relational databases. The persistence

subsystem supports an interface for SPARQL queries that dynamically gen-

erates SQL queries.

Pellet
Pellet [SPG+07] is an open source reâsoner for the OWL DL ontology

language developed at the Mindswap Lab of the University of Maryland.
Pellet contains a query engine which supports answering queries formu-

lated using SPARQL and supports reasoning with multiple ontologies.
Some of other important features include:

Consistency checking: No contradictory facts are present in the ontolo-
gies.

Concept satisfiability: Checks the possibility of the classes to have any
instances.

Classification: Computes all the ontolory hierarchy,

Realization: Computes the direct types of each indiüdual

F-OWL
F-OWL is implemented using Flora-2 which is a extension of F-logic, a

logic based language with some aspects of Object-Oriented Programming.
F-OWL is a rule based ontology inference engine for OWL. F-OWL makes
use of mechanisms of the underlying technology (XSB Prolog) such as tabling
for result caching.

F-OWL supports ontology inferences based on the OWLLite language.
Only a few number of inference rules have been prototyped for experimenting
OWL DL and OWL Full ontology inferences.

3F\rrther information is available at"http://jena.sourceforge.net/inference/
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L.4 Guide
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows

Chapter 2 presents the Semantic Web and some of the associated technolo-
gies

Chapter 3 introduces Contextual Logic Programming, the used implemen-
tation GNU Prolog/CX and other used frameworks

Chapter 4 describes the XPTO core system (that consists of the ontology
mapping framework). This chapter corresponds to the description of
the work developed in cooperation with Cláudio Fernandes

Chapter 5 presents a component of XPTO, more specifically the implemen-
tation of a SPARQL query answering system

Chapter 6 lays out the conclusions and indicates the work that still needs
to be developed

5



Chapter 2

Semantic Web

This chapter briefly discusses a vision for the Semantic Web, a possible

structure for it (Section 2.2) and introduces associated technologies in Sec-

tions 2.3 and 2.4. Finally some possible applications for the Semantic Web
are presented in Section 2.5.

2.L What is the Semantic Web?

"The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an extension of
the current one, in which information is given well-defined mean-
ing, better enabling computers and people to work in coopera-
tion".

This quote, taken from "The Semantic Web' [BLHL01] outlines the pur-
pose and ideal of the Semantic Web: to allow machines, along with humans,
to make better use of the information that can be found in the Web, infer
meaning and knowledge from that information in order to assist human users

in their daily actiüties.
This is not a new vision, already having been hinted in the first World

Wide Web Conference (1994) by Tim Berners-Lee as stated in [SBLH06],
and later in. Weaving the Web [BLF99]. "The Semantic Web" [BLHL01]
describes a possible scenario for the Semantic Web and the technologies that
could be used to achieve it. The scenario is that of intelligent agents able
to communicate with other agents and Web resources (such as web pages or
web services) to accomplish useful goals for users.

Currently the web is designed for users to navigate the pages and extract
from them the intended meaning. It is the user that navigates the pages,
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uses a search engine, buys prodrcts, etc. The focus is mostly on the human
user. The Semantic Web brings forth a shift of focus in order to also include
the sofbware programs. It would be more efficient if the user could perform
a query that would then proceed on its own instead of manually browsing
through pages to retrieve the information or achieve the intended action.

2.2 Foundations of the Semantic Web

For the Semantic Web to follow the current web model there axe cer-
tain principles and key aspects of the World Wide Web that should be re-
spected [KM02]. The main principles are described bellow:

URJ-style addressing The Semantic Web can use identifiers to refer to
things in the physical world, such as people and places. A URI (Uniform
Resource Identifier) can be created to identify something in the physical
world or things can be referred indirectly, e.g., it is possible to identify
a person by referring to the e-mail address of that person.

Annotated resources and links The Web consists of resources and links.
For the information in these resources to be more easily processed by
machines there should be available, in the resources and liús, infor-
mation about its contents or the relation between the two resources (in
the case of links).

Partial information is tolerated It is essential for the Semantic Web to
be able to operate with missing liús and incomplete or inconsistent
information that can be found in the Web.

There is no need for absolute truth Not everything found in the Web
is true. This introduces the need for the concept of T[ust: A Semantic
application must decide what resources to trust.

Support Evolution Concepts can be defined differently by different people
or by the same people at different times. The Semantic Web allows for
the concepts to evolve as the human knowledge evolves and expands.
It a.lso allows for concepts to be referred using different vocabularies
and definitions or add new information without the old being modified.

Minimalist design Using protocols with a small and universally under-
stood set of commands and standardizing essential components allows
the implementation of applications that are based on already standard-
ized technologies.

7



The Explorer's Guide to the Semantic Web [Pas04] also states some other
important features that are described next:

No state information Web interactions are stateless. If it is necessary
for some business to store information across several interactions, the
server must provide the means to make it possible.

Be as decentralized as possible The Web is decentralized. If you have a
computer on the network, you can put a web server on it; and if you
have a server, you can add resources to it without registering them
anywhere else.

Function on a large scale Independent interactions make possible a large,
decentralized system where responses can be cached to allow faster re-
sponses and reduce network traffic.

2.2.1, A Layered Approach
Figure 2.1 represents the layers of the Semantic Web approach as pre-

sented by Tim Berners-Lee in a keynote address delivered at The Twenty-
First National Confercnce on Artificial Intglligence.r The most significant
layers are briefly described here:

XML eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has been a standard for ex-
changing data over the Web in the past years. A XML document
contains nested sets of open and close tags, each possibly containing
several pairs of attributes and its values.

XML does not deflne a structure for its contents nor does it provide
the means to talk about the semantics of data.

For a more complete understanding of the XML language the reader is
referred to [BPSM+06].

XML Schema XML Schema (XMLS) is a language that is used to define a
gramma,r for XML documents. This may be necessary since XML has
no fixed vocabulary or set of allowable combinations.

RDF Resource Description Flamework (RDF) is a language designed to
describe information and meta data. An alternative is Topic maps, a
non-W3C standard. RDF is explained further in Section 2.3 (page 12).

rThe presentation is available at: b:u:up://www.w3. org/2AO6/Ta1ks/0718-aaai-tb1/
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Figure 2.L: A layered approach to the Semantic Web

RDFS RDF Schema (RDFS) introduces a type system for RDF models and
basic primitives to build ontologies. RDFS supports primitives such
as classes, subclasses, subpropeúies, domain and range restrictions of
properties.

It also lets developers deflne a vocabulary for RDF data and specify
the kinds of object to which these attributes can be applied.

Ontology RDF Schema is used by many more advanced ontology frame-
works such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL), an ontolory lan-
guage designed for the Semantic Web. OWL is further detailed in
Section 2.3 (page 15).

SPARQL represents another important part of the Semantic Web: querying
the stored information. It is a widely used query language for RDF.

RIF The Rule Interchange Format (RIF) is an effort to develop a format for
the exchange of rules in rule-based systems on the Semantic Web. There
is currently available a W3C Recommendation Working DraÍt [BK04.
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Logic and Proof Logical reasoning in the Semantic Web is used to deter-
mine the consistency and correctness of data. It can also be used to
infer conclusions that are not explicitly present in the data.

Tbust It is necessary to provide means of authentication and establishing
trustworthiness of data, services, and agents.

2.2.2 Metadata
The Semantic Web proposes that web pages, in addition to containing

formatting information to produce a document for human readers, also con-
tain information about their content in a representation easily processable

by machines. The term metadata refers to such information: data about
data. Metadata is still data, the difference is in the use of the data and,
most importantly, in the subject of the metadata: other data.

Metadata information should be expressed using a common format, such
as RDF [MM04], in order to enable a faster development and interoperability
of Web resources.

For example, the ISBN number and the name of the author name are
metadata about a book. Metadata information can be used in searches and
in discovering information. It would also allow for users to recommend Web
pages that they think are interesting and search engines might take them
into account to give results of higher quality.

Annotations

Annotations a,re another form of metadata. To annotate a Web resource
means adding information (notes, commentaries, eúc.) to that resource with-
out changing the original.

There is a distinction between annotations and other metadata: ân aJr-

notation implies the interaction of a user with a web resource, it results from
the perception of a specific user, other than simply representing information
about the web resource.

Annotations, although useful for the user, can also provide valuable in-
formation if shared across the Web. If a user finds a passage that he thinks is
especially important in a web resource, he would have the possibility of high-
lighting that passage (and possibly adding a comment) so that, next time he

visits that resource, the passage is also highlighted and the comment avail-
able. It could also be possible to make the annotation available to anyone
that visits the resource or a user could enable viewing annotations posted by
people he úrusts.
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Annotea [Koi07, KK01] is an experimental annotation system available,
developed by the W3C that uses RDF to describe the annotations. The W3C
also supplies an experimental browser, Amaya [Vat07] testbed for all W3C
experiments and validations, that can read and write Annotea annotations.
These annotations can be stored either locally in the computer of the user
(in this case they are not sharable) or on an Annotea seryer.

2.2.3 Ontologies

Ontologies are an important aspect of the Semantic Web. A possible

deflnition for an ontology is given in [Gru93]:

"A body of formally represented knowledge is based on a con-
ceptualization: the objects, concepts, and other entities that, are
presumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships
that hold them. A conceptualization is an abstract, simplified
view of the world that we wish to represent for some purpose.
(. . . ) A" ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptu aliza-
tion."

This definition focuses two important aspects of ontologies: that the de-
scription is formal and thus permits easy handling by a computer program
and that a specific ontology is designed for some particular domain.

The term ontolory originated in philosophy, where it represents the study
of the nature of existence. In computer science, more specifically knowledge-
based systems, what exisús are the elements that can be represented.

An ontology is composed of classes and relations between these classes.

Classes correspond to important concepts of the domain the ontology repre-
sents. Relations are for instance hiera"rchies of classes. Ontologies can also
include information such as properties, restrictions and equality or difference
statements between resources.

In the Semantic Web, ontologies provide understanding of a domain, allow
to overcome differences in the terminology of the same concept or correct the
problem of using identical narnes with different meanings. Ontologies are also
useful for improving the accuracy of Web searches, allowing search engines
to search for resources that refer to a specific concept in an ontology. Further
details about improving web searches a,re specified in Section 2.5.1 on page 18.

Ontology reasoning

Some possible uses of reasoning in ontologies are stated in [BHS05]:
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"Reasoning is important to ensure the quality of an ontology. (...)
During ontology design, it can be used to test whether concepts
are non-contradictory and to derive implied relations. (...) [When
searching annotated Web pages] interoperability and integration
of different ontologies is also an important issue. Integration can,
for example, be supported by asserting inter-ontology relation-
ships and testing for consistency and computing the integrated
concept hierarchy. Finally, reasoning may also be used when the
ontology is deployed, i.e., when a Web page is already annotated
with its concepts. One can, for example, determine the consis-
tency of facts stated in the annotation with the ontolory or infer
instance relationships"

The "Semantic Web Púmer" [AvH0 ] indicates some of the forms of rea-
soning that are possible to be made with ontologies:

Class membership If x is an instance of a class C, and C is a subclass of
D, one can infer that x is an instance of D.

Equivalence of classes If class A is equivalent to class B, and class B is
equivalent to class C, then A is also equivalent to C.

Classification If certain property-value pairs are declared to be a sufficient
condition for membership in a class A and an individual x satisfies such
conditions, x can be concluded to be an instance of A.

2.3 Web Languages

Next are presented some of the available languages whose main focus is
the World Wide Web and ultimately were used as the basis for the ontology
language OWL.

Resource Description Framework
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [MM04] is a W3C recom-

mendation that aims at standardizing the writing and use of metadata in
Web resources. RDF is a,lso the base for other ontology languages.

RDF uses a simple data model consisting of resources (identified by URIs)
and statements that can be made about resources. A statement is a triple
pattern in the form of object, attribute and value (the attribute can also
be called property). This indicates a relation between two resources: the
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object and value. The object is a resource or a blank node, the attribute is
a resource and the value may be a resource, blank node, or a literal (literals
are simple values, like numbers or strings).

RDF can use different forms of syntax it has a standard syntax using
XML but it can also be presented, for instance, using the Tlrrtle syntax. The
example of Türtle syntax shown in Figure 2.3 (page 14) corresponds to the
Tlutle translation of the example in Figure 2.2.2

(?:nol version=rr 1. Otr?>

<rdf : RDF :<mlns : rdf = "http z / / wuv . w3 . or g/ 7999 / 02 / 22-rdÍ-slmtax-ns# "
:<mlns : dc= I'http : / / pt:rl . or g/ dc / elenents/ 1 . U,,
:<mlns : ex= "http : / / example. org/stuf f / L . O / " >

(rdf : Descriptioa
rdf : about=rrhttp : / /rruw .v3.org/T&/rdf -syntax-gra.mmar,l
dc:titIe="R.DF/XML Syntax Specification (Revised) ")

<ex: editor)
(rdf : Description ex: fullName="Dave Beckettrr)

(ex : homePage rdf : resource= "http : / / purt . or g/ tet / dajobe/ " />
</rdf: Description)

</ex:editor)
</rdf: Description)

</rdf :RDF>

Figure 2.2: RDF XML syntax example

Anonymous resources

Anonymous resources (also known as blank nodes or b-nodes) are re-
sources that have no name. Blank nodes are considered to be unique nodes
that can be used in one or more RDF statements allowing to model complex
data sets without creating unnecessary identifiers.

Topic Maps

Topic Maps are an alternative standard for representing information.
They were originally developed to handle automated indexing systems and

2These examples are available in http : //www. daj obe . or g/ 2OO4/ Ot / t:w'll,.e /
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@pref ix rdf : <http: / /utuw .w3. orgl1999/02/22-rdf -syntax-ns#)
@prefix dc: <http : / lpw1-.org/dcleLenents/1 .t/>
@prefix ex: <http : / / exa-pLe.orglstuff /t.O/>

<bttp z / / vttw. w3 . o rg/TR/rdf - s ynt ax- gra:mar)
dc:title "RDF/XJ',IL Syntax Specification (Revised) rt

ex:editor I
ex:fulInamê "Dave Beckettrr ;

ex : honePage <http : / /p:rt. org/net/ daj obe/>
l

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 2.3: RDF Ttrrtle syntax example

tables of contents but have evolved to handle a wide range of information
resources.

The standard for Topic Maps [ISO02] describes the organization of topic
maps and defines XML Topic Maps [Top01], a XMLbased language for ex-
changing topic maps.

RDF Schema

RDF Schema (RDFS) [8G04] allows the association of semantics to a
domain. By defining classes, properties and relations it is possible to limit
the expressivity of RDF to statements that are coherent in the domain it is
representing. This is not possible to achieve using only RDF.

A class defines groups of objects with common characteristics, objects
that can be viewed as a set. The relationship between instances (elements
of a class) and classes is done in RDF. An important use of classes is to
impose restrictions in order to disallow certain statements to be made in the
RDF document that uses the schema. It is possible to impose restrictions
on the values of a property which corresponds to restricting the range of the
property. Or restrict the objects to which the property can be applied which
is in fact restricting the domain of the property.

Hierarchies and Inheritance

With classes it is possible to establish hierarchical relations among them:
the subclass relation defines this hierarchy. RDFS allows a class to have
multiple superclasses so, the subclass relation implies that instances of a
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class are instances of each of its superclasses. RDF Schema also defines that
instances of a class "inherit" properties and restrictions from its superclasses.

Properties are defined globally, i.e., they are not defined in a specific
class. This makes it possible to define new properties and assign values for
that properties to the elements of an existing class without changing the
structure of that class.

Property Hierarchies It is also possible to define hierarchical relation-
ships between properties. Stating that property P is a subproperty of prop
erty Q is equivalent to stating that the a.ll pairs of resources that are related
by P are also implicitly related by Q.

Wêb Ontology Language

Although RDFS allows the definition of classes, properties and restric-
tions on these elements it may not be enough to model all intended situa-
tions. W3C identified a number of use-cases where the expressivity provided
by RDFS does not suffice [Hef04], for instance, it is not possible to detect
inconsistencies using only RDF and RDFS.

As an attempt to standardize an ontology language with more capabilities
than RDFS, the W3C developed OWL: Web Ontology Language. OWL is
an evolution of DAML+OIL which in turn was the result of merging the
European OIL (Ontology Inference Layer) and DAML [DAR07] (DARPAB
Agent Markup Language).

OWL is defined as three sublanguages (or species): Full, DL and Lite.
Their main differences are described next. A more detailed explanation of
the OWL language and the different species is available in [MvH04].

OWL Full corresponds to the entire OWL language, it a,Ilows for the un-
restricted use of all the OWL primitives, RDF and RDFS. OWL FhlI
is entirely compatible with RDF and RDFS: a valid RDF document is
also a valid OWL FuIl document.

The problem with OWL Full is that is does not guarantee complete or
efficient reasoning support: the full semantics of OWL do not guarantee
that a query contains a solution that is decidable in finite time.

OWL DL consists of a subset of the OWL Full constructors. It is based on
description logic, a proved complete and decidable form of first-order
logic.

3OARpA stands for Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency of the United States
of America
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The main purpose of the DL language is to guarantee computational
decidability (which is not guaranteed in OWL F\rll). In order to do
this, several restrictions were imposed. These, among other things,
restrict the use of OWL constructors as the subject of other construc-
tors. In practice this prevents the ontology developer from changing
the meaning of the constructors.

These restrictions allow OWL DL to proyide efficient reasoning support
with the disadvantage of losing the full compatibility with RDF and
RDFS.

OWL Lite OWL Lite is an even stronger restriction of the OWL language,
adding more restrictions to OWL DL. This way, OWL Lite is a language
that is easy to understand for users and also easy to build tools for.

OWL Lite provides the basics for hierarchy construction such as sub-
classes and property restrictions.

OWL allows the definition of two types of properties: object propeúies
and datatype properties. Object properties relate instances to other instances
and datatype properties relate instances to datatype values (for example text
strings or numbers).

Axioms a,re used to provide information about classes and properties, for
example to specify the equivalence of two classes or the range of a property.

OWL uses the classes and properties defined in RDFS. Due to the restric-
tions of OWL DL and OWL Lite, instances of a class must be individuals
(classes cannot be defined as individuals of other classes).

Closed-World and Unique-Names Assumptions

In the scenario of the World Wide Web, where only partial information
may be available, OWL follows the open-world assumption model. This im-
plies that if a statement cannot be proved true, it is not possible to conclude
that it is false.

It also assumes that individuals with different names may be inferred to
be sarne individual. This means OWL does not follow the unique-narnes as-
sumption: the same individual may be identified by more that one identifier.
This assumption is also valid for classes and properties.

2.4 Query Languages

Another important aspect of the Semantic Web is the ability to retrieve
data modeled by the languages described in the previous section.
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Query answering on the Semantic Web is a complex process due to some
peculiarities of the Web [FHH04]:

o Include several kinds of query-answering services with access to differ-
ent types of information represented in different formats.

o Different specifications of servers (partial information, performance lim-
itations or the inability to handle the query).

o It may be necessary to query without specifying the knowledge base
that shall be used to answer the query.

o The set of notations and surface syntactic forms used on the Web is
already large, and various communities have different preferences, none
of then universal.

Furthermore, Semantic web querying must take into account the meaning
that is defined by metadata and has to properly understand and process it.

To achieve this there are several query languages available for RDF.
Overviews and comparisons of query languages are presented in [FLB+06,
BBFSO5, HBEV04]. There are also attempts to develop a query language for
OWL: OWLQL [FHH04].

SPARQL
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is a query lan-

guage for RDF based on RDQL [SeaO ] and SquishQl [MSR02). It deflnes
both a query language [PS06], a protocol for the query interaction [Cla06]
and the output of results in XML [8806].

SPARQL works a,s a query language by matching graph patterns against
the data source. The graph pattern may include restrictions and other con-
ditions like optional parts, union, nesting of graphs and filtering of the values
of the results.

After the selection of the results, several solution modifiers can be applied,
for instance it is possible to change the order of the results, limit their number
or change the starting element (by applying an offset).

The result of the query can have different forms: selections of bindings
for the variables, yes or no answers or construction of other triples. These
results can be presented in the XML format defined in [8806].

A more detailed description of the SPARQL language is presented in Sec-

tion 5.L and the semantics and query forms are presented in [Par06, PAG06].
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2.5 Applications for the Semantic Web

There are many different perspectives on what the general idea of the
Semantic Web is. Some of the most significant ideas are now presented:

2.6.L Improving Web search

Much of the success of World Wide Web is due to search engines. Search
engines, like Yahoo or Google, currently work on a keyword basis and are able
to retrieve the most relevant web pages in each search. One serious problem
is that the relevant resources found are of little use if they are among several
thousand less relevant, or even irrelevant other resources.

Another problem with the current web searches is their high sensitivity to
vocabulary. If the initial search keywords are not the same as those contained
in the web documents, the results will not include all the relevant web pages.

This can be the case if the web documents and the search query do not use

the same terminology.
Also, the required information may not be present in a single web page.

In this case, it is necessary to perform several queries and manually gather all
the information from each query result in order to retrieve all the information.

Currently there are tools that can interpret the structure of a web docu-
ment and perform operations on the text. However, there are still sentences

that are hard to differentiate in terms of meaning. There are two alternatives
to improve the web search. One is to continue, as has been done so far, to
develop a,rtificial intelligence techniques to further filter the results. Another
is to represent the web content in a form that is more easily processed by
machines. It is for the latter that the information brought by the Semantic
Web can help.

2.5.2 Web as a database

As stated in [SBLH06] one of the motivations of the Semantic Web comes

from the possibility of accessing relational databases by exporting them to
the Web using a system of URIs (Universal Resource Identifiers). Relational
databases a,re a common way to store information and it is now possible to
retrieve information contained in these databases over the Web.

There is also a large amount of information stored in the Web that is not
in the form of relational databases. This data, be it in a relational database
or web documents, is generally separate and not easily merged. A part of
the Semantic Web vision is to unify the description and retrieval of stored
data, thus considering the Web as part of a virtual database.
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2.5.3 Ubiquitous Computing and Web services

Ubiquitous computing is a paradigm of personal computing where the
focus is to have the computing power embedded in the daily environment
(using small handheld devices and wireless technologies).

Semantic Web technologies can be used in Ubiquitous Computing to pro-
vide better service discovery mechanisms. Current discovery systems are
based on standardization: the representation of the service and all commu-
nication processes must be known before the communication begins.

With the advent of Semantic Web technologies it would be possible to
build discovery systems capable of working almost without any prior inter-
vention.

Semantic gadgets, devices capable of semantic discovery [LA03], are de.
vices that can discover and use other services or devices without aqy human
intervention. This is possible using Semantic Web technologies such as RDF,
URIs and metadata.

Wêb Services

Also in the context of web services one could use Semantic Web technolo
gies for Web Service discovery. The composition and execution can also be
automated by enabling the semantic description of the Web Services.

This would allow keeping the human intervention to a minimum. Cur-
rently both the discovery and query of Web Services require human interven-
tion, at least the first time, in order to analyse the structure of the service.

2.6 Conclusron

Now that the Semantic Web is getting more focus and attention, new
terms and views of the Semantic Web arise. The idea to retain is that it is
part of an evolutionary process: evolution of the current web into an also
machine-friendly Web.
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Chapter 3

Contextual Logic Programming

Aristotle, a Greek philosopher that lived between 384 and 322 BC, is
commonly considered to be the father of logic for bringing forth a shift in the
focus of mathematics: from computation to proof [AvH04, Pas04]. Logic is
the study ofcorrect reasoning, that can be used to deduct correct conclusions,
as exemplified by the well known syllogism:

All nen are nortal
Socrates is a nan
Therefore, Socrates is mortal

This Chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.1 briefly describes Logic
Programming and its use in the Semantic Web and Section 3.2 describes
an extension to Logic Programming called Contextual Logic Programming.
Later, Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 introduce two used frameworks: ISCO and
PiLLoW.

3.I- Logic Programming
Logic Programming consists of the interpretation of First-Order Logic (or

Predicate logic) a,s a programming language, as explained in [Kow74,EK.76].
Logic Programming is widely used in theorem proving, knowledge represen-
tation and artificial intelligence.

Prolog is one of the most widely used logic programming languages and
some of the basic concepts: facts, queries and variables, are briefly described
next (these concepts are further detailed in [5586]):

Rules and Facts describe relations between other facts or state knowledge.
These can be called a logi,c program.
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Queries can be used to retrieve information, i.e., ask if a relation is true.

Variables represent an unspecified value and can be used in facts, rules and
queries.

Compound terms consist of a functor (the name of the term) followed by
a finite number of arguments. The arity of a compound term is the
number of arguments it contains. It is possible to identify a compound
term by the form: functor,/arity.

Query evaluation

A query is evaluated by finding a pattern in the logic program that
matches the given query. If such a pattern is found, the query is said to
succeed and any variables in the query arc uni,fied with the terms in the pat-
tern, making the variable identical to the term. Otherwise the query will fail
and not perform any uni,ficati,on (also called i,nstanti,ati,on).

In the case of a successful query, there may exist other facts that match
the query that would perform different bindings for the variables in the query.

These bindings are performed by the backtrack process: it will return new
bindings for the variables based on the new pattern found.

3.I-.1 Logic Programming and the Semantic Web

In the Semantic Web context, logic programming can be used to over-
come problems that may not be possible using only OWL. They are stated
in [MHRS06]:

Higher Relational Expressivity With OWL it is only possible to model
domains whose objects a,re connected in a tree-like manner. It may
be necessary to model other types of relations: for exarnple, the lack
of composition constructor in OWL does not allow the definition the
"uncle" relation.

Closed-World Reasoning The open-world semantics of OWL only allows
to answer positive queries, i.e., answer queries about known facts. Facts
not present in the database cannot be considered false so it is not
possible to answer these queries.

Modeling Exceptions OWL does not allow to model exceptions. Excep
tions are common in the real world and it may be necessary to model
them. In order to enable exception modeling it is usually necessary to
use a form of default negation.
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3.2 Contextual Logic Programming
Contextual Logic Programming [MP93, MP89] (CxLP) intends to address

the issue of modularity in Logic Programming using the concept of uniús. A
uniú consists of a set of predicates, combining them under the same identifier:
the name of the uniú. An example of a unit is presented in Figure 3.L using
the syntax of GNU Prolog/CX (taken from [NADO ]).

Figure 3.1: Example unit: teacher/O

These units can then be combined to arrange a context, called an exe-

cution context. It is in this dynamically created context that a goal will be
executed.

3.2.L GNU Prolog/CX
Throughout this work, a specific implementation of CxLP was used: GNU

Prolog/CX [4D03]. This implementation introduces the possibility of defin-
ing arguments for units. These arguments act as global variables in the unit
where they are defined, i.e., every clause in the unit can access them in the
same mânner a,s if they were a variable of the clause. These unit arguments
can also act as input of information for a unit when creating a context.

Using unit arguments, the unit shown in Figure 3.1 can be rewritten in
the form illustrated in Figure 3.2 (presented in [NAD04]). In this unit, the
predicates that access the name, department and degree simply access the
corresponding unit argument. A new predicate iten/O is introduced that
will instantiate all the units arguments with the facts defined by predicate
teacher/3.

A context can be generated using any possible combination of the avail-
able units. The contexts are constructed using the defined operator of context

:- unit(teacher).

name(Nane):- teacher(Nane, -, -).
department(Dep) :- teacher(-, Dep, -).
degree(Deg):- teacher(-, -, Deg).

teacher(john, computerScience, phd) .

teacher(bill, computerScience, msc).
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:- unit(teacher(NAME, DEPÂRTMENT, DEGREE))

nane (NAME) .

department (DEPARTMENT) .

degree(DEGREE).

teacher(john, computerScience, phd) .

teacher(biII, computerScience, msc).

iten:- teacher(NAME, DEPARTMENT, DECREE) .

I
2
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7

I
9

10

Figure 3.2: Example unit: teacher/3

extension:' : )' . The use of this operator, generally in the form U : ) G, ex-
tends the current context with unit U and then resolves the goal G in the
new context.

Unit arguments can also be used to transparently query data defined in
a unit. For instance, the goal

?- teacher(bilI, D, -) :) iten.

will instantiate variable D with 'computerScience'.

Context resolution

Consider the following definition (presented in [NAD04]): "To derive an
atomic goal G in a context ufltz...rtrn àsearch for the smallest i, 1 ( i ( n,
such that G can be derived with a clause of ui,, is made. The derivation of
the body of that clause is considered in the reduced context W...uni'

In a nutshell, when executing a goal G in a context C, a CxLP Engine
will traverse C looking for the first unit u that contains a definition for G's
predicate. G is then executed, as if it were regular Prolog, in a new context
C'. C' is the suffix of the context C which starts with unit u. The body of
the clause (if present) is then derived using the reduced context C'.

A CxLP context can be represented by a list of units where the empty
Iist ( tJ ) represents the empty context.

Context operators

A goal will be executed in the context that is headed by the first unit
that contains a clause for the goal but there are operators defined that will
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allow the manipulation the contexts or change the method of resolution.
Some of the operators of GNU Prolog/CX are presented next.l These are

called contert operators and enable the modulation of the context as a part
of the computation.

Context extension: U : > G, this operation extends the current context
with unit U and then reduces goal G.

Context switch: C : < G, attempts to evaluate goal G in context C, ig-
noring the current context.

Supercontext: : ^ G, evaluates goal G in the context resulting of remoüng
the top unit from the current context.

Current context: : < C, unifies C with the current context.

Calling context: : ) C, unifies C with the calling context.

Lazy call: : # G, evaluates the goal G in the calling context.

3.3 ISCO
The ISCO (Informati,on System COnstru,ctzon) [AN06] programming lan-

guage aims to be a mediator between the user and relational databases and
provides a way to develop and access organizational information systems.

As stated in [4N06], the Prolog implementation used by ISCO, GNU
Prolog/CX, also provides the constraint logic programming paradigm, which
is a very useful extension to the traditional Prolog prograrnming style in
that it allows for problems to be solved by providing a pri,ori, search-space
pruning, through the constraint propagation mechanism. ISCO fully takes
advantage of this feature.

An ISCO class consists of a data structure definition equivalent to a table
on a database. After an ISCO file with class deflnitions is compiled by the
ISCO compiler, the system will create those tables on the appropriate back
end database and generate access predicates to manipulate that structure.

Figure 3.3 shows the definition of some ISCO classes. According to
that figure, the ISCO compiler will create the predicates dicti oaary/2 and
dictionary-use/3 which can be used to consult the database.

lFbr a more detailed and formal description, the reader is referred to [4D03].
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nutable class dictionary.
id: serial. key.
nâmê: text. unique.

nutable class dictionary-use.
code: int. key.
key: dictionary.id.
some-fie1d: text.

I
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Figure 3.3: Example class defrnitions in ISCO

3.4 PiLLoW
Another tool that is widely used in this work is the PiLLoW library [CH07,

CHV96]. This library, originally designed for Ciao Prolog allows the genera-
tion of HTML structured documents, produce HTML forms and its handlers
and also to access and parse WWW documents. In this work PiLLoW is
being used mainly to generate the XML files in which SPARQL returns its
results.

PiLLoW reads a formatted Prolog term and generates the corresponding
HTML/XML. The name of the node corresponds to the functor of the term
and the properties of the node are specified in a list after the '$' character. It
is possible to define a list of elements of this same structure as the argument
of the predicate. This list will represent the children of the node.

For example the output presented in Figure 3.5 is generated by the term
shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: PiLLoW term example
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node ( [
subnode ( t

elenent ( txl ) $ [name=elenent1],
element ( tyl ) $ [name=e1enent2]

l)
J ) $ [propertyl=a,property2=bJ
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(node propertyl="at' ProPerty2=rrbrt)
(subnode)

(elenent name=,r element 1 " )x(/element)
(elenent na-me= " elenent2 " )y(/element>

</subnode>
(/node>

Figure 3.5: PiLLoW output

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the notion of Contextual Logic Programming
(CxLP), necessâry for the reader to understand the technology this work
is based on, along with some of the concepts and keywords often used to
describe it.
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Chapter 4

The XPTO system

The main objective of the XPTO1 (XPTO Prolog Translation of Ontolo-
gies) system is to represent Web ontologies from the perspective of Contextual
Logic Programming.

As mentioned in Section 2.3 on page 15, Web ontologies can be repre-
sented using the OWL language and OWL is sub divided into three sub

Ianguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. XPTO is capable of parsing

and representing ontologies described in OWL (Lite and DL sub languages).

OWL DL emerged as the target for the mapping and representation capability
of XPTO since it guarantees computational completeness and decidability,
i.e., all conclusions âre computable and will finish in finite time [AvH04].
This is not guaranteed by the OWL Full language.

In XPTO the information represented in the ontology is translated into
GNU Prolog/CX predicates and units. This process is performed in two
phases: the ontology parsing and the unit generation.

During the first phase, the ontology is parsed as a plain XML structure,
resulting in a Prolog term representing the complete ontology. This process

is described in Section 4.1..

In the unit generation phase, the Prolog term is transformed into a dic-
tionar5r, an incomplete structure annotated with the necessary information
for the generation of the units. Subsequently the unit frles are created and
Ioaded into the running instance of the program. Section 4.2 details this
process.

In this section the ontology examples are taken from the Wine ontol-
ogy [W3C06] and the queries are also performed over this ontology.

lThis work was developed in cooperation with Cláudio Fernandes.
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This chapter presents the XML paxser used in Section 4.1. Section 4.2

describes the internal representation of ontologies and Section 4.3 introduces
the manner in which to retrive the information from the representation. Some

use cases for the developed system are presented in Section, 4.4 and, finally,
Section 4.5 presents the results of the benchmarks performed.

4.L Parsing an ontology

The first step towards building the ontology representation is parsing the
ontology flle. The parser must be able to read an ontology from a document
and represent it in an adequate data structure.

In this phase the ontology is handled as a plain XML file and read in
using an available XML parser. To achieve this, several XML parser libraries
were considered (mostly Prolog and C paxsers and, for benchmark purposes,

paxsers in other languages such as Java, Python and Caml). The results of
these benchmarks are presented in Section 4.5.

The selected parser was the Expat XML paxser [Coo06]. The main reasons

that influenced the choice of this paxser were the results of the benchmark
tests and the easy integration of C and Prolog. These reasons are further
explained in Section 4.5.1.

The Expat library paxses the XML by matching patterns in the text. This
way the paxser incrementally creates a data structure representing the XML.
Once the end of the file is reached, a term is generated based on the created
structure and returned to Prolog. This term is an accurate representation of
the XML file: apart from any possible comments in the XML file, there is

no further loss of information in this transformation.

Prolog representation for XML
The internal Prolog representation used for a XML structure is a list of

XnlElenent, where an XnlElement is a term of the following form:

node (ElementName, ElenentAttributeslist, ElenentChildllst) .

This representation will produce the structure represented on Figure 4.2
(pug" 30) for the XML code in Figure 4.1 (page 29). Each part of the
structure is detailed below:

ElementName represents the narne of the XML element and is stored as an
atom or, for URIs, a compound term whose functor is '#' and contains
the URI and local part as arguments. In the case of the XML element
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name does not contain the URI part, the URI will be the empty atom:
t,

This simplifies the handling of these elements within Prolog since it is
possible to access each part of the element directly.

ElementAttributeslist is a list of the attributes of the XML node in the
form AttributeNane = AttributeValue.
AttributeNane and AttributeValue will be represented in the sarne

form as ElenentNane.

SubElementslist is a list off all nodes that are exactly one level below in
the same branch of the XML document structure. These may be other
nodes (elements of the same structure) or element values which will be

represented only by the value.

Figure 4.1: XML example: OWL Class definition

4.2 Representation of an ontology

XPTO is prepared to translate ontologies defined in OWL Lite or OWL
DL into Prolog. This mapping process must allow for easy access to the
information represented in the ontology, using standard Prolog goals.

11

12

<IDOCTYPE rdf :RDF I
<!ENTITY xsd "http: / /www.v3.org/2001'/XMlSchena#'r )
l>

<rdf :B.DF :<m1ns : xsd = "http : / /www.w3.org/200t/X}llSchena#")
(owl : Class rdf : ID="Vintage")

<rdfs: subClass0f)
(owL: Restriction)

(owI : onProperty rdf : re s orrr c e= " #hasViut ageYe ar " /)
(owl : cardinality rdf : datatype=rr&xsd;nonNegativelnteger")

t
</olaL: cardinality)

</owl- : Bestriction>
</rdfs: subClass0f>

</o'aL: Class)
</rdf:RDF>
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[node (rdf :'RDF', [xmlns : xsd='http : / /wuv.w3.org/2001/XMlSchena'],
[node(owI:'Class', [rdf :'ID'='Vintage'J,

[node (rdfs : subClass0f , [],
[node(owI: 'Restrictiou' , [] ,

[node (owl : onProperty,
[rdf : resource= # ( ' ' , hasVintageYear) ] ,

n),
node (owl : cardinal.ity,

[rdf : datatype=# ('http: / /cvw .w3.org/200l/X]llSchena' ,

nonNegativelnteger) l,
['1']
)l

)l
)l

)l
)l

l6
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Figure 4.2: Prolqg XML Representation of the example in Figure 4.1

After parsing, the entire ontolory is represented by a Prolog term, as ex-
plained in Section 4.1. The work at hand is now to generate a dictionary with
the necessa,ry information to later create the GNU Prolog/CX units. These
generated units are then compiled and loaded into the running program.

The next sections describe the process of translating the Prolog term into
the incomplete structure and present the representation of the ontology using
GNU Prolog/CX units and predicates.

4.2.L Ontology representation

A GNU Prolog/CX unit is a named and possibly parametrised set of
Prolog predicates (as described in Section 3.2). In XPTO, ontologies are

represented using uni,ts and these will be used to represent each OWL class

and property, the individuals and one unit containing information about the
ontology. This schema is represented in Figure 4.3.

The information about the ontology is represented in a unit with the
name ontologies. It lists the namespaces, headers, classes and properties
of each loaded ontology.

Each class and property is defined in a unit named after the class or
propeúy and contains the information that is defined in the ontology about
the element. This naming schema for the units of properties and classes does
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not present a problem in OWL DL since, as stated in [SWM04], there could
never exist a class with the same name as a property:

"OWL DL requires a pairwise separation between classes, datatypes,
datatype properties, object properties, annotation properties, on-
tology properties [...], individuals, data values and the built-in
vocabulary. This means that, for example, a class cannot be at
the same time an individual."

The ontology individuals are represented in the unit individuals. It con-

tains the narne of the individuals, individual relations and class memberships.
The following sections describe the structure of these units and also dis-

cuss some alternative representations previously experimented.

rmtetryry

tmdiuidue[s
Ê&sse Fr,ppurtlw

Figure 4.3: Ontology representation schema: units

ontologies Unit

This unit represents the ontology information: XML namespaces, ontol-
ory headers, classes and properties. This is done by defining predicates for
each case: ns/3, header/3, class/2 and prop,/2. Each predicate contains,
in the case of headers and namespaces, an entry with the ontology name, the
respective "abbreviation" and value and, for classes and properties, simply
the ontology name and the class or property name. The ontology name is
included in these predicates to allow the possibility of representing several

ontologies.
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Property Units

Each property unit contains the information relative to a specific property.
The type of the property (datatype or object) and, if specified any other
information such as domain and range, property inheritance and property
relations.

These properties also define the method to access their value for spe-

cific individuals, that shall be previously retrieved from the context. The
way to perform queries on the representation of the ontologr is described in
Section 4.3.

For example, the definition of a property and the representation are
shown, respectively, in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. An exarnple of its usage is
shown if Figure 4.1L on page 40.

Figure 4.4: OWL property definition

Figure 4.5: Prolog representation of Figure 4.4

Class Units

These units will represent each class of the ontology and all information
relevant to it; this includes restrictions on the individual properties (class

membership) and class inheritance.

(owl : ObjectProperty rdf : ID="locatedln")
<rdf :type rdf : resource="&ourl ;TraasitiveProperty' />
<rdfs: donain

rdf : resource="http z / /www .w3. org/2002/07 / owl#Thing" /)
<rdfs :range rdf :resource="#Region" /)

< / owJ-: Obj e ctProperty)

object(rdf : type('TransitiveProperty')) .

domain('Thing') .

rangê ( 'Region' ) .

type (object) .

:- unit(locatedln).
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It also includes a predicate class-aame/1 that provides the na,rne of the
current class. This predicate is used in by the query engine to determine the
class that the query refers to as described in more detail in Section 4.3.

LJnnamed classes These are classes defined implicitly by a set of individ-
uals. They axe represented internally by a unit (in the same manner a,s a

named class) but, since they are not assigned a name in the ontology, one
is generated for them. This generated name consists of the prefix 

-class-followed by a sequential number.
An example of the use of unnamed classes, using an enumeration, is shown

in Section 4.2.2.

individuals Unit

This unit contains all the individuals, their properties and information
about individual relations. The individual properties are stored as triples, in
the manner of RDF, defined in the predicate property/3. The first argument
of this predicate indicates the name of the individual, the second corresponds
to the property and the third argument contains the value of the property
for that individual.

Class membership is defined in the predicate individual-class/2. This
predicate lists all the individuals, along with their class. Individuals from
unnamed classes are not included in this listing: they are only present in the
unit that represents the class. This is done to avoid unwanted repetitions
when querying the ontology that would be generated if the individuals of the
unnamed classes were listed as the other individuals. These individuals are
only available in the predicate individual/l present in each unnamed class

unit.

Individual relations In this unit there are also predicates that repre'
sent the individual relations, such as diff erentFrom/2 and sameAs/2, each
with individual names as their arguments. These indicate, respectively, that
the referred individuals are different or the sa,rme [MvH04]. The construc-
tor owl:A1tDifferent is represented as several differentFron statements,
each individual present in the constructor will generate one dÍfferentFrou
statement relating it to every other individual in the list. This is detailed in
Section 4.2.2.
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Alternative representations

To achieve the described representation of the ontology two other repre.
sentations were tested. The representations described next are the ones that
were explored and other solutions may exist:

1. One approach to map an ontology is to represent each property and
class in the ontolory as a unit and represent the individuals as an
instantiation of a goal of the unit that represents the class.

The units that represent each class have their arity determined by the
number of properties defined in the ontolory and one extra argument
to represent the individual name. This extra argument is referred inter-
nally with the name "id" and thus any query asking for the argument
"id" will match the name of an OWL individual. An example of a class

with this structure is shown in Figure 4.6.

The individuals of a class are stored in a unit named ClassName-ow1.
This unit contains the instantiations of the predicate individual/l
defined in the class unit.

The call to the predicate item,/0 (or iten/l) instantiates the units ar-
guments. The iten/1 goal returns a,compound term that represents
the individual and the value of the properties for that individual. The
iten,/0 allows accessing the individual properties by their name and
enables to select only some properties to be shown by using the predi-
cates defined in the unit that access the correct property (as presented
in Figure 4.6).

In this representation, the fixed arity ofthe representation for the indi-
viduals was not appropriate as some individua.ls may not have a value
for all the properties and may have values for properties that are not
present in the representation. The solution would be to include all
the properties of the ontology in the representation of the indiüduals.
This would implicate an arbitrarily large number of arguments in the
class units arguments (equal to the number of properties defined in the
ontology).

2. Another representation would be to include in each class unit a list of
the names of their individuals, defined in the predicate individual/l.
Each individual would also be represented in a unit named after the
narne of the individual. The class unit also defines the method to access

the individuals: íten/L and iten/2. The first predicate instantiates
the argument, by backtracking, with the name of each individual that
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% access-predicates
iten: - itero(-) .

iten(' IcelJine' (A,B,C)) :- individual(' Icetíine' (A,B,C) ) .

: - unit (' Icel'line' (A,B,C) )

% properties
id(A).
hasBody(B).
hasFlavor(C).

6

Figure 4.6: Icetrrline class unit (first version, partial)

belongs to the class. The item/2 predicate also instantiates its sec-

ond argument with a list of all the properties of the individual. The
definition of these predicates is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

The representation of each individual in a separate unit could pose a
problem as the number of individua,ls increases, both in terms of repre-
sentation and querying. In terms of representing this would cause the
number of generated units to be very large and cause the compilation
process to take long amounts of time.

Figure 4.7: Class itern goals example

4.2.2 Name analysis

The next process in the loading of ontologies consists in building a dictio
nary with all the information necessary to generate the units and predicates
that will represent the ontologr.

The dictionary is implemented as an incomplete structure in Prolog. It is
split into four sections: ontology, classes, individuals and properties.
The properties and classes sections are each a dictionary where the key is

iten(A) : -
indivÍduaI (A) .

item(A, B) : -
individual(A),
findalL(C = D, individuals :> property(A, C, D), B)
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the name of the element at hand. The ontology entry stores information
about the ontolo$y, i.e, the info expressed in the owl:Ontology node; fi-
nally the individuals entry stores all the information about individuals.
The information about individuals is also grouped by the predicates defined
in the individuals unit (individual-class, property, differentFron and
sameAs) as previously described (Section 4.2.L).

The term that represents the ontolory is parsed according to the speci-
fications of the OWL language as detailed in [MvH04]. Next are presented

some of the representation choices that were made.

Enumeration

An enumeration can be defined as an anonymous class that is defined
by a set of individuals and is used, for instance, with the AllValuesFron
constructor as represented in Figure 4.8. Classes like this axe represented
internally like any other OWL class and, in order to do this, they axe as-

signed an internal name (that consists of the prefix 
-c1ass- 

followed by a
sequential number). The individuals of these classes are listed directly in the
unit that represents the class and are not present in the individuals unit
(as explained in Section 4.2.L).

Figure 4.8: AllValuesFron example

owl:AllDifferent

The owl: AIIDif f erent constructor indicates that all the individuals it
lists are different from each other and, as stated in Section 4.2.1 (see page 33),
is represented as several diff erentFrom statements. This is done to simplify

(owl: allValuesFron)
<owl: CIass)

(owl: oneOf rdf :parseType=rrCollect j.on'r)
(owl:Thing rdf : about="#CheninBlancGrape" />
(owl:Thing rdf : about="#PinotBlancGrape" />
(owI:Thing rdf : about="#sauvignonBlancGrape" />

</owl: one0f)
</ow]-: Class)

</owL: allValuesFron)
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the representation and computation by having only one representation for the
same type of information.

For each individual present in the owl: AllDif f erent list, are generated
owl: dif f erentFron facts relating it to every other individual that comes

a,fter it in the list. Since the constructor ow1:differentFrom is symmetric,
this will relate all the individuals between them without generating redun-
dant information. For instance, the element in Figure 4.9 will generate the
facts represented in Figure 4.10 in the unit individuals.

Figure 4.9: AllDifferent example

Figure 4.10: AllDifferent representation

Document Checker Conformance

The W3C defines [CR04] what actions a OWL document checker should
do. As a syntax checker, it should receive a document as input and identify
it as belonging to a specific OWL specie (Lite, DL or F\rll) or Other if it does

not correspond to any of the species.
XPTO performs some consistency checks that are described next:

o A check that is done is to validate the types of properties: in OWL
DL a property cannot be subproperty of another that is not of the
same type ê.8., â DatatypeProperty cannot be subproperty of an

(ow1 : AllDifferent>
(owl : di st inctMenbers rdf : parseTlpe= rr Colle ct i on'r )

(vin:WineColor rdf : about="#Red" /)
(vin: tr'lineColor rdf : about="#l{hite " /)
<vin:tr'lineColor rdf : about="#Rose" /)

< / ow]-: dist inctMembers)
</ owL: AllDifferent)

differentFron('Red','White' ) .

differentFroro('Red','Rose' ) .

differentFron('White','Rose' ) .
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ObjectProperty and vice-versa. This consistency is achieved by using
type inference.

o Another test that is performed is to ensure that only constructors al-
lowed by the selected OWL variant are used, for example, it is not
possible to use ow1:hasValue in OWL Lite.

Namespaces and Annotations

Annotations a,re textual notes that can be defined and used within OWL
documents. There are five annotation properties predefined by OWL:

o owl:versionlnfo

o rdfs:label

o rdfs:comment

o rdfs:seeAlso

o rdfs:isDefinedBy

OWL DL allows annotations on classes, properties, individuals and ontol-
ogy headers, but only under certain conditions described in [DSB+04]. Anne
tations are currently being discarded by XPTO. One possible representation
for the annotations would have been to define a predicate annotation/t in
the unit of the element that the annotation corresponds to.

Within the ontolory headers are the namespaces. They proüde a method
of unambiguously interpreting identifiers and making the rest of the ontology
presentation more readable. The namespaces of the ontology are being stored
by XPTO in the ontology unit as described in Section 4.2.1, however the
namespaces a,re currently not being returned along with the solutions to a
euery i.e., the solutions are not URIs and are identified only by the name or
value of the element.

4.2.3 Unit generation and loading
After parsing the ontolory and performing semantic analysis to achieve an

annotated representation of the ontology, the information required to build
the formal representation of the ontology is entirely available. The process

of loading the representation of the ontolory can be disassembled into three
distinct steps:
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Unit generation: The first step is to generate all the unit files. For each

symbol in the dictionary, a unit with the same name as the symbol is
generated.

Compilation: In order to be loaded into the running prograrn, each unit
must be compiled using the GNU Prolog/CX compiler. This means
the system, afber parsing an ontology and generating the units, must
compile every Prolog file that contains a generated unit.

Loading: After all the units have been compiled they are ready to be loaded
into the program. This is done using the dynami,c loadi,ng of GNU Pro-
log/CX. Loading each compiled unit makes the ontology representation
fully integrated with the running program.

4.3 Querying an ontology
At the end of the representation process the ontolory is available to be

queried using the regular GNU Prolog/CX environment. The way to query
the ontology is to build a context using the units that represent the properties
and calling the goal iten /0 to activate the query resolution. The query
must be prefixed with the '/)' operator and optionally a class unit. Other
units, described in 4.3.1, can be placed in the context to add further query
capabilities or be used as a filter for the results.

For convenience purposes there is also available the goal iten/l. This
goal will instantiate its argument, by backtracking, with the names of the
individuals that match the query. This is explained further in Section 4.3.1.

By placing a class unit before the operator '/>' it is possible to access

only the individuals of that class, or all the individuals of the ontology if the
operator is used alone. Querying property values can be achieved by adding
to the context the unit that represents the property (Figure 4.11) or by the
inclusion of the unit property/2 to access a value without knowing the name
of the property (as shown in Figure 4.72).

The responsibility of setting up a complete query context lies with the

'/)' operator, it places the individuals./O and access/O units in the con-
text. For example, for the query present in Figure 4.11, the complete context
is shown in Figure 4.13. The individuals/0 unit is the unit that contains the
individuals and property values. The unit access/O (partially represented
in Figure 4.14) is responsible for accessing the individuals of the ontology,
or of a specific ontology class, and instantiating the argument of the item/l
goal with the individual name. This is the individual that will be used by
the other units in the context.
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I ?- 'fcelline' /) locatedln(L) :) hasFlavor(F) :> iten(I).

F = 'Moderate'
I = 'Selakslcelrtrine'
L = 'NewZeal-aadRegioa' ?

I
2

3

Figure 4.1,1: ontologr query (direct access)

Figure 4.72: ontology query (property/2 example)

There is also the possibility of defining custom predicates that use this
operator in order to be used by a Prolog programmer (this is presented in
Section 4.3.2).

4.3.L Units for refining ontology queries

There are also available some units that can be used in the query to
retrieve other values or perform some operations. They are described next:

individual/l Including this unit in the context unifies the argument of the
unit with the individual name. Using this unit provides a explicit query
form, by querying the individual name and calling the goal iten/O. It
is also possible to query the individual name by using the iten,/l goal.

Figure 4.13: Example of a complete query context

I ?- 'Ice!íine' /> property(locatedln,L)
property (F , 'Moderate ' )

F = hasFl-avor
I = 'Selakslcelíine'
L = 'NewZealandRegion' ?

: > iten(I) .

I ?- individuals :) access :)
'Ice!üine' :) locatedln(L) :) hasFlavor(F)
iten(I).
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% check if there i.s a class
% in the context and get the elenents

individuals(CL, I):-
individual-c1ass(I, CL) .

individuals(Ct, I):-
tCtl :( superClass0f(C),
individuals(C, I).

:- uait(access).

% elenents of the cLass

% elenents of the subclasses

iten(Â):-
:# class-name(CL),
individuaLs(Ct, A).

I

l1

Figure 4.1,4: unit access/O (partiat)

I ?- /> individual(I) :) iten.
I = 'l,tlhitehalllanePrimavera' ?

class/L If this unit is included in the context it will unify its argument with
the class of the matching individual. This is usefirl to determine the
class of the individual when querying the entire ontology. This also
allows to restrict the results of the query to a specific class, i.e, not
including the individuals of the subclasses, a,s is the default behaviour
when including the class unit before the '/>' operator.

I ?- /> class(C) :> item(I).
C = 'Dessertl{ine'
f = 'tühitehalllaaePrinavera' ?

property /2 This unit allows to access the properties of the individual with-
out prior knowledge of the property name or to query the property
name based on the property value. The first argument is the property
naJne and the second the property value.

I Z- 'Icetíine' /> individual(I) :> property(P,V) :) iten.
f = 'Se1aksIcelJine'
P = locatedln
V = 'NewZealandRegion' ?

1

2

I
2

3

I

2

3

4
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e-ll/z Including this unit in the execution context is analogous to using a
findall in Prolog. The first argument is the element structure and
the second will be the list of the elements in the specified form. This
allows to retrieve the set of solutions for the variables present in the
query.

I Z- 'Chardonnay' /> individual(I):> all(I, L)
[ = ['BancroftChardonnay',

'Fo::manChardonnay' ,

' MouatEdenVineyardEdnaVal 1 eyChardonnay',
' MountadamChardonnay',

' PeterMc c oyChardonnay' 1

: ) iten.

optional/l This unit receives âs argument another unit such as property/2
or a property unit and will succeed with the results if the specified
unit succeeds. Otherwise it will succeed leaving any variables in the
argument unbound. This is similar to the SPARQL optional state.
ment [PS06].

4.3.2 Native Prolog query representation
To make simple queries easier for Prolog progrâmmers, custom predicates

can be created to encapsulate the contextual queries. The arguments to these
predicates must be defined explicitly after loading the ontolory and follow
the conventions:

o The predicate functor is the narne of the class

o The first argument is the na.me of the individual.

The arguments that are present in the predicate after the individual name a,re

specified when defining the predicates. This specification requires indicating
the class for which to generate the predicate (that will be the functor of
the predicate) and a list of properties that corresponds to the sequence of
arguments after the i,ndi,ui,dual as shown for example in Figure 4.15. This
allows the user to choose which properties will be present in the generated
predicate. The generated Prolog representation is listed in Figure 4.16.

This approach is limited due to the fixed arity of the predicates. Individ-
uals may not have a value for some of the properties (an unbound variable
for that property will be returned in this case) and may contain properties
that are not present in the predicate.

I

2

3

4

6

6
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I

2

pred(' IcelJine', [hasMaker,hasColorJ )

Figure 4.15: predicate deflnition example

Figure 4.16: generated predicate

It does, however, conform to standard Prolog programming practice, by
allowing the use of positional arguments. It is also possible to define, for
each class, several predicates with different arities each containing different
properties to be queried.

4.4 Example Use Cases

In this section some use case examples for XPTO a,re presented. First,
XPTO queries are compaxed with SPARQL2 queries in terms of expressive.
ness. Then a possible scenario is presented, in which ontolory data access

using XPTO is merged with database access using ISCO [4N06].

4.4.L SPARQL Query examples

Next are shown some SPARQL query examples and the corresponding
query performed using XPTO query syntax. These examples queries are
taken from the SPARQL examples of [BBFS05].

Query 1

This query is meant to show the selection and extraction capabilities
of SPARQL and the intended meaning is stated to be: "Select all Essays

together with their authors (i.e. author items and corresponding names)"
(Figure 4.77). The corresponding query in XPTO is shown in Figure 4.18.

2tne SeARqL language is described in Section 5.1

4

,Icetíine, (Â, B, C) :-
'IcelJj.ne' /> optional(hasMaker(B)) :>

optional (hasColor (C) ) : >

iten(A).
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PREFIX books: http : / /exa pJ.e.orglbooks#
PREFIX rdf : http: / /wws.w3. orgl1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
SELECT ?essay, ?author, ?authorName, ?translator
FROM http: 1/saanpl.e.orglbooks
I,TIHERE (?essay books: author ?author) ,

(?author books : authorName ?authorNane)
OPTIONAL (?essay books:translator ?translator)

In XPTO, the SELECT statement has no direct representation, it is im-
plicitly deflned by the Prolog variables present in the query. As stated in
Section 4.2.2, the namespaces are currently being ignored.

Figure 4.17: SPARQL example: Query L

Figure 4.18: Query 1 - XPTO syntax

Query 4

Query 4 (Figure 4.19) is: "Invert the relation author (from a book to an
author) into a relation authored (from an author to a book)."

This query intends to show the SPARQL ability to return RDF triples
using the CONSTRUCT statement. The developed system does not directly
address this, it allows only variable binding queries. In order to return the
desired structure it would have to be done explicitly, using additional Prolog
goals. The query that returns the data necessary is shown in Figure 4.20.
The use of the individual/l unit has the same effect as using the iten/l
goal.

Query I
Query 9 is stated as: "Return the co-author relation between two persons

that stand in author relationships with the same book." (Figure 4.21). The
query using XPTO query syntax is shown in Figure 4.22.

I ?- /> author(AUTH0R) :> iten(ESSAY),
/) authorNane(AUTHORNAME) :> item(AUTHOR),
/> optional(translator(TRANSLATOR)) :> iten(ESSAY) .
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PREFIX books: httpz / /exanple.orglbooks#
CONSTRUCT (?y books:authored ?x)
FROM http: //example.orglbooks
I,IHERE (?x books: author ?y)

I ?- /> author(Y) :) individual(X) :) iten,
I = authored(X,Y) .

Figure 4.19: SPARQL example: Query 4

Figure 4.20: Query 4 - XPTO syntax

4.4.2 Database integration using ISCO

One importarrt aspect of the Semantic Web vision is the aim for shar-

ing and open data access. Data can be provided from different sources and
formats. In this section is demonstrated, with an example about the Pe
riodic Table3, how to write a Prolog program that can, using XPTO and

ISCO [4N06], query different data sources, namely ontologies and databâses.

The Periodic Table

For example purposes, two sources of information about the periodic ta-
ble are used. One will be an ontologya that describes the main components

3A periodic table to use as a reference can be found at http://www.webelements.com/
4The OWL representation of the Periodic Table that was used was written by Michael

Cook: http : //www . daml . org/2003/lllperiodictable/

Figure 4.21: SPARQL example: Query 9

6

PREFIX books: http : / /exampLe. orglbooks#
CONSTRUCT (?x books:co-author ?y)
FR0M http: //example.orglbooks
hIHERE (?book books:author ?x)

(?book books:author ?y)
AND (?x neq ?y)
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?- /> author(X) :> iten(800K),
,/> author(Y) :> item(800K),
X\=y,
I = coauthor(X,Y) .

Figure 4.22: Qtery 9 - XPTO syntax

of the periodic table as ontology classes, e.g., Groups, Blocks, Elenents,
etc, and the other a database with detailed information about each element.

Combining both, it is possible to access information about the detailed char-
acteristics of the elements that belong to a particular Group or Period.

Accessing the data

The definition of the Group class in the Periodic Table ontology, contains,
among others, the following properties: number, nane and elenent. An
individual of this class: group-l0, is shown in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.23: Periodic table ontology example: group-lO

Information about the periodic table elements is present in a database

that can be defined with ISCO [4N06]. Part of the table element definition
is illustrated in Figure 4.24.

Now, having both the referred ontology loaded into XPTO and the database

accessible via ISCO, it is possible to write Prolog prograrns to query both
data sets. Using the Group class defined by the ontology and the elenents
table defined in the database, the following query can be formulated: what is

the classification and color of the elements belonging to the group group-lO
(Figure 4.25),

<Group rdf : ID="Broup-10rr)
t...1
(number rdf : datatlpe="&xsd; integer")l0</nunber)
(element rdf : resource="#Ni "/)
(elenent rdf : resource="#Pdt'/)
(elenent rdf : resource="#Pt"/)
<elenent rdf : resource="#Uuntt/)
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Eutable cl-ass elenent
code:
nanê:
symboJ.:

group
color
classification
t...1

int.
text
text
int.
text
int.

key.
unique
unique

I Z- 7o access ontology
'Group' /) elenent(ELEMT) :>

nunber(-NlIM) :> iten(group-10),

7o access DB using ISCO

elenent@ (group=-NtlM, name=ELEMI,

classif ication=CLASSF, color=C0l0B) .

CLASSF = 'Meta1lic'
C0L0R = 'Iustrous, netallic, silvery tinge'
ELEl,tT = 'nickel'

Figure 4.24: Database table example: element

Figure 4.25: Query example (ontologies and ISCO)

Variables ELEMT and NUM will bind both data sources and, by backtrack,
CLASSF, ELEMT and COTOR will return all the solutions available.

4.5 Benchmarks
This section presents the performed benchmarks. These include the XML

pa,rser, the representation of the ontology and finally, the XPTO representa-
tion times are further explained.
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4.5.1. XML Parsers

Next are presented benchmark results of the parsers tested and the rea-

sons for choosing the XML Expat library are stated.
The files listed in the tables shown are a subset of the files used in the

benchmark process. It is an illustrative subset covering several different file
sizes, ranging from 400KB to 99MB.

Test Conditions The parsers are tested in a dedicated workstation: a

Intel Pentium 4 with hyperthread running at 3.2Gbz with lGB of RAM.
Parse times are mea,sured using the time(l) Linux command collecting

the elapsed time, systen tine and user time of 100 runs of the parser.

The final average is obtained by removing the 5 worst and best times and
calculating the average of the remaining times. As reported by tine(t)
the systen tine represents the number of seconds used by the system in
operations for the process, the user tine is the number of seconds used

directly by the process and elapsed tine corresponds to the real time (total
amount of time) used by the process. In order to time only the parse process

(not taking into account process allocation times, etc) the average time it
takes for each paÍser to read an empty file is deducted from the parse time
of each file.

Libxml2, Libexpatl and Prolog overhead

The Expat XML parser and Libxml2 arc two of the available XML pa,rsers

written in the C language. The Expat paxser is used by the Mozillabrowser
and Libxml2 by the Gnome Project [Vei06]. Both parsers were tested in
equal environments and in two different situations: as standalone paxsers

and integrated with Prolog in order to time the overhead of this integration.
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.26 show the results obtained. The times labeled as

pl-expat and p1-1ib:<n12 are those of each paxser integrated with Prolog,
respectively Expat and Libxml2.

As Table 4.1 illustrates, in both tested cases the Expat library presents

better times that Libxml2.
The times presented in Table 4.1 for p1-expat are different from those in

Table 4.2 for pl-expat-v2: the parser pl-expat does not return anything to
Prolog (it behaves as expat with the difference that it is called from a Prolog
process) but the pl-expat-v2 parser builds the structures and terms that
represent the XML file and returns the term to Prolog. The p1-exPat parser

was tested to time the Prolog overhead whereas the pl-expat-v2 parser is

the parser used in XPTO.
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libxml2 pl-Iibxrnl2File Expat pl-expat
0.06 0.07 0.08fi1e02 t 3,5 rran) 0.04

fi1e03 t 1.2 Ms 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.07

0.16 0.25 0.3fi1e10 ( 5.5 ua) 0.14

1.6 Me 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07fi1e13 t

2.04file17 24.8 t,as' 0.69 0.79 2.02

0.05 0.06 0.1 0.1file19 (2.6 tvts

0.1fi1e21 ( 2.3 Ms 0.05 0.06 0.09
0.37 0.45 0.8 0.8fr1e22 (14.4 un

fl1e25 ( 21 nas 0.55 0.63 0.97 0.97
1.84fr1e27 I 32.9 tvts 0.62 0.75 1.61

2.68 3.1 4.82 4.83fi1e33 98 ua
0.25 0.25fi1e34 ( 4.5 rvrs 0.12 0.15

Table 4.1: Libxml2 and Libexpat comparison seconds

As the results presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.26 show, the impact
of integrating Prolog with Libxml2 is virtually irrelevant. For Libexpat, on
file 33 (98 MB) there is a 15% overhead. On the smaller files, although the
overhead percentage remains the sa,me, the impact is also not relevant due

to small times measured (under one second).

Comparison with other parsers

The implemented paxser module was benchmarked against other existing
XML pa,rsers. The tested are presented next:

PiLLoW (in GNU-Prolog): Pillow [GH01] is a web programming library
developed at UPM - Technical University of Madrid that provides
World Wide Web connectivity for Logic Programming and Constraint
Logic Programing systems. It contains a module that implements pred-
icates which generate and parse HTML/XML documents.

SWI-Prolog: This is a parser implemented in SWI-Prolog [Wie03], which
parses a XML file into a Prolog term. It uses the SWI-Prolog SGML/XML
parser, which means it allows for processing partial documents and pro-
cess the DTD (Document Type Definition) separately.

W4: A non-validating parser written in XSB Prolog by Carlos Damrásio [Darn07]
that produces a Prolog representation of the XML document. It has

support for XML Namespaces, XML Base and complying to the rec-

ommendations of XML Info Sets.
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Figure 4.26: ExpaÍ, Library vs Libxml2

Jena: Jena [Jen06] is a semantic Web framework for Java. Among other
tools, it has a RDF/XML parser called APR which can be used inte-
grated with Jena or as a standalone paxser. Within the framework, two
packages were used: one provides a set of abstractions and convenience

classes for accessing and manipulating ontologies represented in RDF,
and another for creating and manipulating RDF graphs.

Ciao Prolog: Ciao [GH99] is a public domain multi-paradigm programming
environment, it is a complete Prolog system that allows both restricting
and extending the language. Ciao also supports programming with
functions, constraints and objects and enables the use of persistence

and concumency. It has a module that implements the predicates of
the PiLLoW package related to HTML/ XML generation and parsing.

OCaml: Objective Caml [Rém00] is one of the most popular variant of
the ML language. It extends the core Caml language with an object-
oriented layer and a module system. To parse XML documents, the
PXP [Sto07] OCaml library: Polymorphic XML Parser was used.

Performing benchmarks with these parsers enables the comparison of the
XPTO parser not only with similar Prolog driven paxsers but also with
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paxsers written in different programming languages and following different
paradigms.

Table 4.2 shows all the parse times measured for each of the files and
parsers tested. The parser pl-expat-v2 is the parser used in XPTO.

Table 4.2: Benchmark results seconds

The results shown in Table 4.2 are from different parsers, not only in terms
of programming Ianguage but also in terms of features of the paxser. The w4
parser performs some validations (in terms of encodings) and represents the
whole information in the file. The ocanl-pxp is not able to parse some files
due to not recognizing statements encountered.

Overall, the swi parser revels the best results, both in terms of parse

times and number of files parsed. The pl-expat-v2 parser used in XPTO,
as expected cannot handle the larger files, however it presents good results
for smaller files (up to 6MB).

Speedups

The speedups were also calculated, based on the presented results. The
purpose is to compare the results using an entity as base and thus relating
the others to the chosen one. This enables a better understanding of the
results as they are directly compared with a common reference.

Table 4.3 shows the obtained results for the speedup calculations. As the
base results were chosen the times measured by Jena since it is one of the
most often used and wide spread paxsers. So, every speedup is calculated by
dividing the Jena time by the parser time.

swi w4 pillowpl-expat-v2 Jena ocaml-pxpFile Ciao
2.942.08 L.4 0.33 9.96flIe02 3,5 un 3.7 0.19

0.19 3.55 1.15fiIe03 I l-2 tÃp. 0.91 0.89 1.51

6.76 0.82 16.74fi1e10 t 5.5 tr,ts 17.3 3.48
0.2 3.25 L.62l-.6 tvts 7.24 0.84 2.37 1.66flIe13 t

4.29 84.25file17 24.8 rr,ra'

0.36 ,7.81 2.292.65 1.51 2.82fi1e19 (2.6 un) 1.99
2.051.58 1.66 0.3 6.63fi1e21 2.3 N,ts 1.67 2.2

45.3423.03 2.26fr1e22 (14.4 vrs)
25.2 3.39 63.86fi1e25 ( 21 vrs 10.89

64.9739.03 4.75fr1e27 (32.9 ua)
t7fi1e33 ( 98 un r27.37

0.79 13.43 4.4673.22 3.86fi1e34 (4.5 ua)
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ocâ.ml svri w4 pillowFile (Size Ciao pI-expat-v2
0.21 0.7Lfi1e02 (3,5 rvrn 0.56 10.85 t.49 6.22

1.69 7.91 0.43 1.31fi1e03 (1.2 ua) 1.66

5.5 tvts 0.2 0.51 4.22 0.21fileL0
7L.64 0.73 1.47fiIe13 1.6 Ir,ts L.92 2.83 t.43
4.t7 0.19 0.66flle19 2.6 N,rs 0.76 0.57 0.53

2.3 N,ta 0.95 0.72 0.95 5.32 0.24 0.77fr1e21 t

L0.2 0.51fr1e22 | 74.4 rtrl
2l ws 0.43 3.2t 0.17fi1e25 t

4.9L 0.29 0.87fiIe34 4.5 Ma 0.05

Table 4.3: eedu results. Jena used as reference.

Table 4.4: Speedups results . Jena used as reference

Figure 4.27 graphically illustrates the results obtained by the speedup
calculations. Analyzing the values it is possible to conclude that the parser
chosen as reference (Jena) is not the one that presents the best results. The
best values are from the S!üI Prolog parser.

For a better understanding of the results, Table 4.4 shows these repre-
sented as percentages. Flom the calculations it is possible to see that the
pl-expat-v2 parser performs better (in relation to Jena) for 3 files, worse

times for 4 files and that it can not pa,rse two files that Jena can. The largest
difference is in f i1e02, where the pl-expat-v2 paxser presents a measured
time 985% better than Jena. For the other results it is also possible to con-

clude that the times measured by the StüI Prolog axe always better than
Jena.

pl-expat-v2 ocaml swl w4 pillowFile I Ciao
522% -7e% -29%fi1e02 I 3,5 ua -44% 985% 49Yo

691% -57% SLYofi1e03 (1.2 ur) 66Yo 69%
fi1e10 I 5.5 Ms -80% -49% 322Yo -79T0

1.6 Nas 92Yo L83Yo 43% 1064% -277 47Tofi]e13
-8t% -34%frIe19 2.6 tÃa -24To -43Y0 -47Y0 3L7Yo

-5% 432% -76To -23%fiLe2l (2.3 ua) -\Yo -28Y0

-49Yofr1e22 t
'14.4 vts 920%

-83Yofl1e25 I 21 Ms -57% 22lYo
4.5 rús -e5% 39L% -71% -L3%fi1e34 I
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Figure 4.27: Speedup graph

4.5.2 Ontology representation
Next the benchmarks of the complete representation of the ontology are

presented. For XPTO this includes the parse, semantic analysis, generation,
compilation and loading of the units.

In addition to XPTO, in the tests were included other systems that pre'
vide similar capabilities: Thea and Pellet. These systems are further de-

scribed in Section 1.3. Pellet implements a species verification when parsing
the ontologr, the times were measured with this feature disabled. Thea rep
resents the ontology a,s predicates stored in the Prolog Knowledge Base. The
representation of the ontolory adopted in XPTO is described in Section 4.2.t.

Table 4.5 contains the times measured for a,ll the systems, these times
were measured using the sa,rne method as described in Section 4.5.1. The
times of the XPTO system are further detailed in Section 4.5.3.

The values present in the performance gai,n table (Table 4.6) allow to
compare the systems in terms of time of ontology representation. We can
state that Pellet is the fastest of the benchmarked systems and that the
XPTO is, on âverage, 97.5% times slower than the Pellet system. The XPTO
system is further timed in Section 4.5.3 where explanations for the slowdown
are given.
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Table 4.5: Time seconds of representing the ontologies

Table 4.6: Performance of the ontologies

4.5.3 XPTO time analysis

In this section is analyzed the time it takes for XPTO to parse each file.
These times are measured using the statistícs/2 predicate of GNU Prolog,
using the real-tine statistics key.5

The times a,re presented in Table 4.7 alrLd the parts of the system that
were meâsured are:

parse: This represents the time it takes for the ontology file to be parsed

using Expat (as explained in Section 4.L, page 28).

build: Is the time to build the dictionary.

print: Corresponds to the time used in generating the ontology representa-
tion files.

compile: Is the time it takes to compile all the generated files.

load: Is the time of dynamically loading the ontologr into the running in-
stance of the program.

As presented in the âverage times of each step on Table 4.7, it is possible

to realize that most of the time used to integrate the ontology into the system

is spent in external processes: compiling and loading the ontology takes over

90% of. the process time.

5F\rrther information about this predicate can be found in the GNU Prolog manual
available at http : //www . gprolog . orglnanual/gprolog . htnl#btoc232

File i Size Thea XPTO Pellet
fi1e35 2.3 rras 2L.22 206.33 4.39

1.2 vra 6.96 98.78 2.6Lfi1e36 t

5.57fi1e37 2.2 ttr, 105.15 204.9L

96.4 2.5fi1e38 (1.2 ua 4.66

File I Size Thea XPTO Pellet
0.00%fi1e35 (2.3 va) -79.33Yo -97.87%

fi1e36 l-.2 tr{a -62.45% -97.357 0.00%
0.00To2 trfip;7 -94.71Y0 -97.28To

fi1e38 (1.2 rran' -46.29% -97.41% 0.00%
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File Size parse build print compile load
0.79 0.15fi1e35 ( 2.3 rvts 0.01 0.03 0.02

0.04 0.02 0.86 0.07fi1e36 (1.2 va) 0

fi1e37 ( 2.2 ttrp, 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.8 0.L4

fi1e38 1.2 Irag 0.01 0.03 0 0.89 0.07

Average O.75To 3.50Y L.26% 83.50% LO.75%

Table 4.7: Aver time of each of the time

This indicates that the compilation process should be done separately
and build an executable with the representation of the ontology that can, at
a later time, be loaded and queried.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented the prototype system for representing and query-

ing ontologies that was developed. The representation used for the ontology
was described and also shown were the possibilities of querying the represen-
tation and some use ca,ses of the implemented system.

Although the capabilities of the XPTO system are enough for a prototype
status, some improvements must be performed to allow a more wide spread
use:

o improve the parser to handle larger ontologies.

o enable loading several ontologies at the same time.

o improving the support for the semantics of the OWL language.
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Chapter 5

SPARQL Query Engrne

This chapter describes the Flont End (FE) of the system described in
Chapter 4. The FE is the component of the application dedicated to SPARQL
query resolution: it allows for the possibility of querying the internal repre-
sentation of the ontology (described in Section 4.2.t) using the SPARQL
query language. A schema of the structure of the FE is presented in Fig-
ure 5.1.

The FE is split into 3 parts: the parser, the query resolution and the
returning of the results as XML.

The SPARQL query is parsed using Flex [Pax07] and Bison [ED07] to
produce a GNU Prolog/CX context representing the query that is then ac-

tivated to calculate the output and display the resulting XML. The imple'
mented SPARQL paxser follows the specifications of the language defined
in [PS06] and the results are returned in XML as specified in [8B06].

The query examples in this section are presented in the SPARQL speci-

fications [PS06l or â,re examples that query the Wine ontology [W3C06].

This chapter briefly describes the SPARQL query language in Section 5.1,

the representation and resolution of queries (Sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively)
and the XML output of the system (Section 5.4). Section 5.5 shows some

examples where the developed system can be used.

5.1- Querying in SPARQL
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is a Candidate

Recommendation for a RDF query language [PS06] and is under continued
development towards becoming the standard query language for the Semantic
Web [FLB+06].
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Figure 5.1: SPARQL query engine architecture

SPARQL has no inference engine inherent to the language, it merely
specifies a syntax for the query and a means for returning the intended in-
formation.

At the time of the development of the system the current SPARQL specifi-
cations were: SPARQL Query Language for RDF - W3C Candidate Recom-
mendation 6 April 2006 [PS06] and SPARQL Query Results XML Format -
W3C Candidate Recommendation 6 April 2006 [8806].

5.1.1 SPARQL query elements

The structure of a SPARQL query is illustrated in Table 5.1 (this rep
resentation is adapted from the one available in [Bec07]). For a more in
depth explanation there are available the following documents: "SPARQL

Query Language for RDF" [PS06], 
.SPARQL Protocol for RDF' [Cla06]

and "SPARQL Query Results XML Format" [B806].
Next are introduced some of the elements of SPARQL.
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Table 5.1: Structure adapted

RDF datasets

A SPARQL query can indicate the dataset that is to be used to perform
the query matching. This is done using the FROM clause that specifies the IRI
of the desired dataset. There is also available the FR0M NAMD clause that
can be used to add named graphs. These graphs can later be specifically
queried using the GRAPH keyword.

Variables

Variables in SPARQL are identified by the prefix '?' or '$' and can be
present in any part of the graph pattern. Query variables have global scope;

use of a given variable name anywhere in a query identifies the sa,me variable.
The prefix is not part of the variable name and represents the sarne variable
with either prefix: in a SPARQL query, $abc and ?abc are the same variable.

Blank Nodes

A blank node is a node in an RDF graph that is not a URI reference

or a literal, it corresponds to a unique node. A blank node can be present

in the subject or object positions in an RDF triple and can be indicated
using the label form: -:a, or by using [1. When written in the form -:a,

uçrJ !41,r_rBua1F

Prologue
(optional)

BASE <iri>
PREFIX prefix: <iri> (repeatable)

Query Result forms
(required, choose 1)

SELECT (DISTINCT) {? uari,able, *}
DESCRIBE {?uari,able, <i,ri>, *}
CONSTRUCT graph pattern
ASK

Query Dataset Sources
(optional)

FROM <iri> (repeatable)

Add a named graph: FROM NAMED <iri>
(repeatable)

Graph Pattern
(optional, required for ASK)

WHERE gaph pattern IFILTER expression J

Query Results Ordering
(optional)

ORDER BY,.

Query Results Selection
(optional)

LIMIT n, OFFSET m
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they represent a blank node with label a. Blank nodes that are used only
once can be represented as [], this will create a unique blank node and use

it in the triple pattern. A more in depth analysis of blank nodes and their
semantics can be found in [Par06].

The [: p : v] construct can also be used in triple patterns, this will create
a blank node label which is used as the subject of all the contained pairs.

Namespaces

Namespaces can be used to abbreviate IRls using two different types:
BASE and PREFIX. The same IRI can be represented using any of the following
forms (shown in [PS06]):

IRI: IRIs are delimited by the atoms '<' and ')', for instance:

<http : / / example . orglbook/bookl>

Relative IRI: The BASE keyword defines the IRI that is used to resolve
relative IRIs:

BASE <http : / / exanple . orglbook/>
<book1)

Prefixed Name: A prefrxed name consists of two parts, the label and a
local part, separated by a colon ' : '. The fina,l IRI is obtained by the
concatenation of the IRI associated with the prefix and the local part.

PREFIX book : <http : / / example. org/book/>
book:book1

Basic Graph Pattern

A basic graph pattern is the core of the SPARQL language: it is respon-
sible for connecting the query with the queried data. This way, basic graph
patterns axe represented using the triple form of RDF [KCO ]: subject,
predicate and object, with the possibility of any of them being a variable.
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Group Graph Pattern

Group graph patterns are complex graph patterns that can be created by
using simpler graph patterns such as basic graph patterns. A solution for
a group graph pattern is any solution that is also a solution for each of the
elements of the group graph pattern.

Using value constraints, optional grâph patterns or alternative graph pat-
terns are other ways of creating group graph patterns:

Optional The OPTI0NAL statement indicates that the next triple pattern
may not be bound in the solutions. If there is a graph pattern that
matches the graph one or more pattern solutions will be generated,

otherwise no additional bindings will be performed.

Optional patterns can occlu inside any group graph pattern, including
one that is itself an optional, thus forming a nested pattern. In this
case, the outer optional graph pattern must match before any of the
inner optional pattern can be matched.

Union The UNION operator provides the means of combining graph patterns.
It allows solutions that match only one of the specified graph pattern,
to be considered a solution of the group graph pattern.

Value Constraints The FILTEB operator can be used to constrain the value
of a variable based orr an arithmetic expression, string contents or other
operators and functions defined in [PS06].

5.L.2 Query forms and results
The result of a query is a sequence of solutions, with the variables instan-

tiated by matching against the data in the dataset. A solution can consist of
several bindings for the variables and the sequence in which they are shown

can be modified using the solution modifiers listed in Section 5.1.3. By de'
fault, query patterns generate unordered solutions sequences.

After sequence modifiers are applied to the bindings, the SPARQL results
format is determined based on the available query forms:

select: Returns the selected variables bound with the results.

construct: Returns an RDF graph with the structure indicated in the query
and the variables instantiated.

describe: Returns the information known about the resources as an RDF
graph.
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ask: Returns a boolean indicating whether the specified query matches the
data.

SELECT query

There are two essential paxts to a SPARQL select query: the SELECT

clause and the l,lHERE clause. They allow the formulation a simple query in
which the SELECT clause indicates the variables to be presented in the results
and the l,rIHEnE clause consists of a graph pattern representing the conditions
of the query. An example of such a query is shown in Figure 5.2.

SELECT ?tit].E
!íHERE

{
<http : //example . orglbook1)
<http : / /pt:r1-. org/ dc/ elements/1 . L/titIê>
?title

)

Figure 5.2: SPARQL query example

5.1.3 Solution modifiers
The available solution modifiers are: order by, distinct, offset and

Iinit. They are explained next:

order by The order by statement enables to define an order for the (oth-
erwise unordered) solution sequence. This will order the results using
the expressions present in the statement. It is also possible to define

the direction by using the keywords asc for ascending order or desc
for descending. By default the direction is ascending.

If this statement is not present in the query the order of the results is
undefined and may even be different between equal queries.

Specifying the order of a sequence of solutions does not change the
number of solutions of a query.

distinct Using the distinct keyword in the query will ensure that each

solution in the sequence is unique, i.e., all the elements in the sequence

a,re different.
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offset will cause the specified number of solutions to be discarded from the
beginning of the solution set. This enables ignoring part of the solutions
that may have already been returned in a previous query.

Using linit and offset to select different subsets of the query solu-
tions will not be useful unless the order is specified by using order by
statement.

limit Using the linit statement will indicate that the query shall return
at most the specified number of solutions. If the actual number of
solutions to the query is greater than the specified limit, all the extra
solutions are discarded.

6.L.4 Querying OWL ontologies using SPARQL
SPARQL is a query language for RDF and the semantics of using it to

query OWL ontologies are not completely defined. To overcome this situa-
tion, a proposal for a subset of the SPARQL language with defined semantics
for querying OWL DL is presented in [SP07]. Although not implemented in
the XPTO system, SPARQL should be used to query RDF datasets. A pos-
sible implementation of this feature would be to enable XPTO to access RDF
datasets as shown in Figure 5.1 (page 57).

The developed system is using SPARQL to query an ontolory, allowing
access to properties and resulting in individua,ls and property values in the
sâme way as other available systems: Protégé [Knu07], Pellet [SPG+07] or
Jena [Jen06].

5.2 Representation of a SPARQT query
The query representation process consists of a SPARQL parser that con-

verts a query defined in the SPARQL syntax [PS06] into a GNU Prolog/CX
context. This context represents the entire query and can then used to re
turn the results. The execution of the generated context, triggered by a
default message, that will bind the variables present in the query and show
the results.

5.2.L Element representation
The representation of query elements, such as SPARQL variables and

resources, is presented next.
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Variables

The SPARQL variables axe represented as Prolog variables. Thus, once
the result is calculated, the query resolution system simply binds the corre.
sponding variable to return the results.

There a,re some other structures needed to display the results: it is neces-

sary to store the name of the variable in the SPARQL query in order to return
it in the results. To achieve this, all the variables in the SPARQL query are
stored in a list that will be the argument of the unit vars/l. The elements
of this üst are in the format SparqlVariableNane = PrologVariab1e.

SparqlVariableName corresponds to the narne of the variable in the
SPARQL query and PrologVariable is the Prolog variable assigned to rep
resent it. PrologVariable will start unbound and, as the context is resolved,
will be instantiated with the solutions it may have.

In the case of a select query, the SPARQL variables that are to be
shown in the results a,re stored as the argument of the unit select/l, using
the same representation as unit vars/l.

SPARQL va,riables appear in the generated context for the query using the
PrologVariable representation, enabling a simple access to the value of the
variable or direct instantiation of an unbound variable. This representation
can be seen in the GNU Prolog/CX context shown in Figure 5.4.

Resources

Resources axe represented using Prolog terms or atoms. If the resource
is an absolute IRI (delimited by '<' and r l r ) it is represented as an atom
containing the entire IR[. For exa,rnple the IRJ

<http z / / example . orglbook,/book1>

is represented as

'http z / / exampJe . orglbook/bookl'

If it corresponds to a prefixed name (a prefix label and a local part sep
arated by a colon ' : ') it is represented as Prolog compound term of arity 2
with the functor ':'. The arguments of the term are the prefix name and the
local part respectively. This representation is similar to the representation
ElenentNa.ne presented in Section 4.L. If the prefix narne is empty the atom

'' will be used to represent it. The following prefixed IRI

PREFIX : <http z / / exampLe.org/book/>
:book1
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is represented as

":bookl
This representation allows for the IRI to be resolved using the informa-

tion stored in the unit prefix which contains the prefixes specified in the
SPARQL query. This is further described in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.2 Query representation
A SPARQL query is represented as GNU Prolog/CX context whose struc-

ture is similar to the structure of the query. The elements of the query can
be clearly identified in the representation: select, where as well as the
Modi,fi,ers (if there are any present in the query).

Figure 5.3: Query example (simple select)

I where([set([
triple (4, hasFlavor, B) ,
triple (A,hasColor,C) I )

l),
select ( [flavor=B, color=CJ ) ,
vars( [f]-avor=B,color=C,t=Al ) ]

Figure 5.4: Generated context (partial) for the query in Figure 5.3

The example query presented in Figure 5.3 is a select query containing
two basic graph patterns with a shared variable: ?t and the context produced
by the parser in shown in Figure 5.4. The order in which units may appear in
the context is shown explained in Table 5.2. The units are further described
in Section 5.3.1.

SELECT

?flavor ?color
!üHERE {

?t :hasFlavor
?t :hasColor

)

?flavor
?co1or
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Table 5.2: context structure

A context is represented by a Prolog list containing unit names. The first
element of the list will be the unit that first tries to evaluate the goal upon
execution. The individuals and property values are gathered from the units
in a higher position in the context. This way in the final positions of the
list are found the units select/l (in the case of a select query) and vars/l.
These units contain in their arguments a üst of variables and will allow any
unit in the context to access either all the variables in the context or the
selected variables.

Context examples

In addition to the partial context example presented in Figure 5.4, a
complete context is presented in Figure 5.6 (page 67) and further explained.

Each of the elements present in the SPARQL query is represented in the
generated context by one or more pararnetrized units. The already described
vars/t and select/l units hold the all the variables present in the query
and the variables that are to be returned, respectively.

Although not presented in Figure 5.3 the units from, pref ix and base
are always present in the generated context (even if absent in the query). If
any of these keywords are not present in the query the corresponding unit will
contain an empty list (this can be noted in the complete context presented
in Figure 5.6).

A group of graph patterns, that appears in the SPARQL query enclosed
by '{' and '}' is represented as the unit set/l, where the argument of the
unit contains the representation (as units) of the enclosed graph patterns.

The unit that is the core of the query engine is triple/3. This unit
will represent a simple graph pattern and the arguments of the unit are
respectively the subject, property and object of the graph pattern. This

Unit/Arity Description
limit/1
offset/1 Optional
order/1 OptionaJ
where/1 Query conditions
fron/L Indicates RDF datasets
select/l or ask/O Indicates the type of query
prefix/1 Prefixed Namespaces
base/1 Base Namespace
vars/1. Contains all the variables in the query
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PREFIX

PREFIX
PREFIX

SELECT

hIHERE

f oaf : <http : / /xmLns. com/f oaf /O .L/>
dc: <http : / /pwL.org/dc/elenents/l. 1./>
xsd: <http: / lwww.w3.org/2001/XMlSchena#)
?name

{ ?x foaf :givenNa.ne ?givenNane
OPTI0NAL { ?x dc:date ?date }
FILTER ( bound(?date) ) )

1

2

3

4

6

6

7

Figure 5.5: Query exa,mple

unit will be responsible for accessing the dataset in order to bind the variables
that may appear in the arguments or test if the pattern has a solution.

Other presented units, such as the optional/l and filter/l units, are
described in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.3 SPARQL parser

The SPARQL parser was implemented using Flex [Pax07] and Bison [ED07].
Flex and Bison are widely used in compilei construction and can be easily
integrated with GNU Prolog through the use of foreign C declarations.
The SPARQL parser could be implemented completely in Prolog using, for
instance Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs). By using Flex and Bison, it was
possible to use previously deflned functions, namely to achieve the element
representation described in Section 5.2.1.

In order to achieve the desired representation for the SPARQL query
(described in Section 5.2.2) it was necessary to use additional structures in
Bison (presented in Figure 5.7), mostly to represent the nested patterns. The
query is represented in the structure stack. This structure contains arr a,rray

of. leaels that will ultimately contain the whole euery, the total size of the
axray and the number of elements already occupied.

Each leael also contains an axray of PITerml elements, in this case of the
elements (that will be represented as units) of the depth level of the SPARQL
query. It also contains the size (number of elements) and the index of the
next available element.

Typically a new leuel ís created when entering a grouped graph pattern
(identified by the '{' character) and ended when leaving it ('}'). When
ending a level a Prolog list with all the terms of that level is created and

lPlTerm is the C representation for a Prolog T]erm
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l3

t4

[where([set([
triple (4, f oaf : givenNa.nê , B) ,
optional([set([

triple (4, dc : date, C)

I )l ) ,
f itter( [bound(C)] )
I )l ) ,

fron( [] ) ,
select( [nane=D] ),
pref ix ( [f oaf =' http z / / :lr.Jrrrs. con/f oaf / 0 . L /',

dc='http z / /purl. org/ dc/ elements/1 . t /',
xsd=' http : / / www . w3 . or g/ 2QQ1,/XMLS chena#' I ),

base( [] ) ,
vars ( [name=D, x=4, givenName=B, date=CJ ) J

Figure 5.6: Context generated for the query in Figure 5.5

stored as the next element of its paxett leuel.

The generated parser was tested against a set of the most common SPARQL
queries and against SPARQL syntax examples present in [PS06]. Although
there a,re ca^ses not being handled by the resolution system (further described
in Section 5.3) the pârser itself is able to generate the correct context for the
query.

5.3 SPARQL resolution system

The SPARQL query language is based on matching graph patterns. A
basic graph pattern is the triple pattern, similar to an RDF triple, but with
the possibility of a variable begin present in the subject, predicate or object
positions.

"A pattern solution can then be defined as follows: to match
a basic graph pattern under simple entailment, it is possible to
proceed by finding a mapping from blank nodes and variables in
the basic graph pattern to terms in the graph being matched; a
pattern solution is then a mapping restricted to just the variables,
possibly with blank nodes renamed." in [PS06].
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struct leveI {
int size;
int pos;
PlTern * array;

);

struct stack {
int size;
int pos;
struct lever *'t' arraYi

);

1
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6

7

E

I

to

ll

Figure 5.7: Auxiliary Parser structures

AII the units that are present in the context generated by the SPARQL
paxser will answer to the goal item/O (or item/l in case of the unit returning
a solution). Each unit will then perform the operation it implements, based
on its arguments and on the result of the parent context. The query resolution
is triggered by evaluating the goal item/O in the context returned by the
mapping process.

The following guidelines were followed when implementing the units:

o each unit defines the interface predicates item/O and ítem/1, These
are the predicates that trigger the semanti,cs of. the unit.

o Units that change the result set retrieve all the results from the super
context (using the a predicate call similar to: : ' item(I) ). These units
then operate over this set of results and return one by one the results
that are valid.

5.3.1 Unit description
In this section are presented some of the units that can be included in

the context that represents the SPARQL query and are detailed the most
important ones.

Query form These units indicate the type of query:

ask/O Indicates the specified query is an ask query.
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select/l Indicates that the query is a select query. The unit axgu-

ment contains a list of the variables that are to be returned in the
query results.

Solution Modifiers The following units allow to restrict the results or
change the result set:

distinct/0 Eliminates the repetitions in the result set.

frlterf L Selects the elements of the result set based on the restrictions
provided.

limit/L Returns only the indicated number of elements in the results.

offset/l Eliminates the specified number of solutions from the begin-
ning of the results set.

optional/l This unit is used to indicate that individuals that do not
match the specified graph pattern are also to be included in the
results.

order/l Orders the solution set according to the conditions provided.

union/l This unit is the representation of the SPARQL UNI0N oper-
ator that allows to combine several graph patterns.

Other These are auxiliary units or the implementation of other SPARQL
operators:

prefix/I- The argument of this unit is instantiated with a list contain-
ing the namespaces present in the query.

set/l This unit represents a group graph pattern in the query and
allows the presence of nested patterns.

triple/3 This is the unit that is responsible for binding the query
variables. There are also available the triple/A and trÍp1e/5
units.

vars/L Contains a list of all the variables present in the query.

where/l Contains the representation of the graph patterns to be used
to select the individuals.

Next are detailed some of the most important units, each of these units
redefine the goals item/O and iten/l. The normal workflow of these pred-
icates is to retrieve the results from the "super-context" using the operator
":^", perform the intended operation on the results and return them one by
one using the Prolog backtrack mechanism.
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triple/3

The core unit in the query resolution process is the triple/3 unit, which
is responsible for instantiating the variables in the query by accessing the
data.

This unit can be redefined in order to access data available from different
sources. The implementation of this unit to access the ontology representa-
tion described in Section 4.2.1is shown in Figure 5.8. It generates one query
to the XPTO system for each property that appears in the SPARQL query.

The pattern in line 2 of Figure 5.4 (page 64) will generate the following query:

/> property(hasFlavor,F) :> iten(I).
As explained in Section 4.3 (pug. 39) the argument of the iten/1 goal will

be instantiated with the name of the individual. The arguments of the unit
property/2 are the name of the property being queried and the value of that
property for the returned individual. Using the property unit to query the
internal representation has the advantage ofbeing able to perform the query
using a Prolog variable in the position of the property na,rre, thus enabling
to return all the properties of the indiüdual or querying the property name
based on the property value.

:- unit(triple(S, P, 0)).

iten :-
/> property(P,0) :> item(S)

Figure 5.8: Unit triple,/3

There are also available the units triple/4 and triple/S that are the
representation assigned to the ',' and ' ;' SPARQL notations. The ';'
notation indicates that triple patterns have a common subject (it is only
necessary to write it once) and ',' indicates that the patterns share both
subject and predicate.2 These units simply call the triple/3 unit with the
correct arguments.

These representations could be handled in the paxser (generating two
different triple/3 units). The approach that was followed makes the rep
resentation more complex (introducing two new units) but enables for im-
provements to be done by redefining these units to perform different types
of operations.

2F\rrther information is available in http : //www . w3 . orglTR/rdf- sparql-query/#pred0bjlists
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offset/l and limit/l
These units change the number of results returned by the query. Both

of the units contain an argument that must be an integer. The offset/l
unit will discard the given number of solutions from the beginning of the
solution set and the linit/l will cause the solution set to contain at most
that number of solutions.

SELECT ?name

hTHERE { ?x foaf :nane ?nane }
ORDER BY ?name

LIMIT 5

OFFSET 10

Figure 5.9: Iimit and offset query example

optional/1

The optional keyword in SPARQL defines that a graph pattern does

not cause the query to rail if it has no bindings. The corresponding unit,
optional/l, receives as input the representation of the graph pattern of the
SPARQL query and resolves the context (by sending it the ítem/l, goal). If
the goal succeeds the variables present in the context are bound to its values
and these values will be shown in the query results. On the other hand, if
the iten/1 goal fails, the goal in the optional/l unit will succeed without
instantiating any of the variables. Since unbound variables are not returned
in the results these variables will not be shown in the XML output.

This unit also checks, in accordance to the optional keyword definition,
if there is not a more specific solution to the query i.e., a solution with
less unbound variables. Any given solution is only considered to be a valid
solution if there is no other solution, with the same values for the instantiated
variables, that contains less unbound variables. In order to perform this
check, the unit, after retrieving all the solutions from the representation of
the group graph pattern in its argument, removes the solutions that are not
valid.

distinct/O

This unit, after gathering all the results from the context, removes the
duplicates by checking if an element is present in the rest of the list of results.
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The comparison predicate compares the values without instantiating any
Prolog variables that may still be present in the results set. The iten/l goal
then instantiates its argument traversing the Iist using the nenber /2 Prolog
predicate.

frlter/l
The filter keyword restricts the results of the query according to the ex-

pressions provided. It can be used to select the results ofthe query based the
values of the variables, only returning those that correspond to a successfirl
evaluation of the expression.

Currently this is implemented in the same way as the previously described
units: collecting all the solutions and then selecting the valid results. A sim-
ple improvement that can be done is to restrict the results before retrieüng
them with the use of constraints.

Also, at this point, it is only possible to use numerical expressions to
fllter the results: the SPARQL builtin functions STR, LANG, LANGMATCHES,

DATATYPE, B0UND, sa:neTerm, isIRI, isIIRI, 1sBLANK, 1sLITERAL and REGEX

as well as function calls are not supported.

5.3.2 Unimplemented features

Besides the partially implemented filter operator, some SPARQL fea-
tures are not currently implemented; these are now described:

from The fron clause has no effect since the query resolution is done over
a previously loaded ontolory. This implies that it is not possible to
specify an external ontolory and run the query over that ontologr.

namespaces As is done in the XPTO system, namespaces a,re curently
being ignored in the SPARQL front end. All matching is done against
the internal representation of the ontology that is considered the BASE

ontology.

describe The describe statement is indicated as returning a unconstrained
information about the node and is currently marked as "Feature at
Risk" as stated in [PS06]:

"The DESCRIBE feature of SPARQL is an intentionally
unconstrained query feature. On the one hand, it has been
the subject of a number of oitical comments (...); on the
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other hand, it is required by a number of interesting semi-
structured query use cases (... ) the feature has been marked
non-normative and at-risk (...)'

construct The construct statement returns an RDF graph with the struc-
ture specified in the query. It is possible to implement this feature by
defining the output unit that shows the correctly formatted output (the
other units should be used without any change).

5;4 Returning Query Results

As explained in the previous sections the structure of the XML output
of the SPARQL query is decided by the inclusion in the context of the units
select/l or ask/O. These unis are responsible for retrieving the qüery bind-
ings from the context and building the XML that corresponds to the type of
query.

As presented in [8806], the XML format of the SPARQL query results
is a XML document with a sparql'element. This element always contains
an element head as the first sub-element. The elements after this one a,re

specific to the form of query.
The XML is generated using the PiLLoW library (described in Sec-

tion 3.4, page 25).

5.4.L Select query

For a select euery, the element aÍter the head element, is the results
element. In the select query the head element contains a list of all the vari-
able names present in the SPARQL query ordered in the order they appear
in the query.

The second element (results) is a list of result elements, each con-
taining bindings for a variable present in the query. The results element
has two boolean attributes: ordered and distinct, that are always specifled.
They indicate, respectively, if the list of results is ordered and if the elements
are all different. The value of these attributes is defined by the presence or
absence of the modifiers distinct and order by in the SPARQL query. The
resulting XML of the query in Figure 5.3 (page 64) is shown in Figure 5.10.

5.4.2 Ask query

For an ask query (that only returns a boolean), after the head element,
there is a single element with the name boolean that indicates if the specified
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<?:<nl version=" 1 .0"?>
<sparql>

<head)
<variable na.ne=" f lavor" )(/variable>
<variable nane=" color " )(/variable>

</head>
(results ordered=rtfalsê" distinct="falset')

(result)
<binding Bâms= tt f lurour " )Mediun</binding>
<b inding nane= " color " )l,trhit e</binding>

</result>
(/results)

</sparql>

Figure 5.10: XML output of the query example in Figure 5.3

query is true or false (as can be seen in Figure 5.11)

<?:rnI version=tt 1 . 0t'?>
<sparql>

<head></head)
(boo Iean)true</bool ean)

</sparql>

Figure 5.11: XML output for an ASK query

5.5 Examples

Here are presented two examples of use for the developed system (XPTO
and SPARQL front-end). One example uses only the developed SPARQL
parser and resolution system to enable querying relational databases in SPARQL.
The other consists of a implementation of a SPARQL Web Service allowing
the system to be queried over the Web.
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5.5.1- Using SPARQL to query a relational database

By using the ISCO [AN06] framework it is possible to enable using SPARQL
to query a relational database. In this example, the database that was used
contains data relative to an Academic Services application: Universidade de
Evora's Integrated Information System (SIIUE) [GQA03]. An example of
a SPARQL query that can be performed is shown in Figure 5.13 and the
queried relation is represented, using the ISCO syntax, in Figure 5.12.

In order to be able to query fields with the sarne name from different
relations, it is necessary to define that each field name is prefixed by the
náme of the relation and an '-' forming: RelationNameJieldNane. This
way, the : student-aumber query in line 2 of Figure 5.13 represents the field
number of table student. The name of the individual, that will be mapped
to each tuple in the relation, is the Postgresql internal 0ID3 of the,tuple.

The query presented in Figure 5.13 selects the students (represented by
the OID of the tuple), the number and institution of the student, for the
students whose number is between 300 and 500. The context that is generated
by the SPARQL paxser is shown in Figure 5.14 and the SQL queries generated

by the ISCO framework to access the database is shown in Figure 5.L5.

nutable class student.
id: individual.id. unique.
number: int. unique.
institution: institution. id.

Figure 5.12: ISCO definition of the relation studeat

This feature is implemented as ân example and there are several improve-
ments to be made in order to make it efficient. Some are, for instance:

. allow to query more than one relation field. As the query is being
translated to the ISCO language it is performing one query to the
database for each property present in the SPARQL query. This could
be improved by detecting patterns in the query and rewriting it to
minimize the number of queries to the database.

sThe OID is a unique number across the entire installation automatically
assigned to a row and that identifies it. PostgreSQl uss OIDs to link
its internal system tables together. F\rrther information can be found in
bttp : / / v,av. p o st gre s gI . or g/ do c s / I . 2 / stati c / dat at ype - o i d . htnl
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SELECT ?number ?inst WHERE {
?student : student-number ?number
?student : student-institution ?inst
FILTER ( ?c > 300 && ?c < 500 )

)

Figure 5.13: using SPARQL to query a relational database

[where([set([
triple(4, ' ' : student-number,B) ,
triple (A, " : student-institution, C),
f ilter( [a:rd(bigger(D, 3OO), smaller(D,5OO) )] )
I )l ) ,

from( [] ) ,
select( [nunber=B, inst=CJ ) ,
pref ix( [J ) ,
base( [] ),
vars ( [nr:mber=B, inst=C , student=A, c=DJ ) J

Figure 5.14: Generated context for the query in Figure 5.13

o enable filtering the elements before they are retrieved from the relation.
Currently all the elements are gathered from the relation being queried
and flltered later in the f ilter statement.

6.5.2 SPARQL Web service

As another example of the developed system is a Web interface that was
built in order to allow answering of SPARQL queries over the Web. This
consists of a simple user interface in which users can specify the queries and
retrieve the results. It is possible to use XML Transformation languages
like XSL,II [Cla99] to change the presentation of the results in order to be
displayed in a user-friendly manner.

There is also available a version in which the query is specified as part
of the URL and the results are then returned to the browser or agent. This
form of input is mostly aimed for automatic use by a SPARQL agent.

The SPARQL web service example may work in two different vrays:
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select o. oid, 'student' as instanceOf , o. rrnumbêrrl

fron rrstudentrr o;

select o. oid, 'student' as instanceOf , o. rrinstitutionrl
fron "studentt' o where o.ttoidt'=19918;

Figure 5.15: SQL queries generated for the context in Figure 5.14

o the XPTO system has to load the ontology for each query that is per-
formed. This would allow, in each query, to specify the dataset to be
used to perform the matching.

o the dataset over which the query wiü be performed is already inte-
grated with the system but, in this case, there is only the possibility of
querying the available dataset.

The example implements the second method: the ontology is integrated
with the system and the SPARQL query will be performed over that ontology.
This is done because, as presented in Section 4.5.2,loading the ontology is a
slow process and it would câuse the overall time (loading and querying the
ontology) to be unsustainable.

5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has described the approach taken to add to the XPTO sys-

tem the capabilities of being queried using the SPARQL query language.
Each query is mapped into a GNU Prolog/CX context and executing it ob
tains the results of the query. These results are returned using the XML
structure defined by the SPARQL protocol.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The main objective of this work was to introduce a framework for access-

ing web ontologies using Contextual Logic Programming (CxLP) that also

supports integration of information from other data sources.

The most important integration is with relational databases using the
ISCO framework, this enables the database to be queried either inside the
GNU Prolog/CX environment or by using the SPARQL query language.

The developed system, XPTO, is able to represent an ontology described
in OWL DL and enables querying the ontology based on the generated rep
resentation. The representation consists of CxLP units and querying can be
performed by building a context that includes the units of the representation.

The loaded ontology is represented using several units: the unit named
ontologies is used to represent data about the ontolory such as the prop
erties and classes it contains. Another unit, the individuals unit, is used
to represent the individuals of the ontology, the individual relations and the
class memberships. There is also one unit for each class and property present

in the ontology. Each unit will contain information about the element it rep
resents.

With this representation, querying can be performed by using a specific
operator that was introduced for this action: '/>'. This operator can op
tionally be preceded by the unit that represents a class in order to query

only the elements of that specific class. It can also be followed by the unit of
a property to query the value of the individual for that property, or several
other defined units to perform actions such as querying the property name

based on the property value or indicatitg opti,onal parts of the query.

A front-end capable of answering queries expressed using SPARQL was

also developed, meant to act as a web service, it can âccess data available
in several repositories, such as relational databases or the representation of
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the ontology. This front-end acts as a translator: mapping SPARQL queries

to a representation of the query that is based on CxLP units. In this repre
sentation each operator and each part of the SPARQL query corresponds to
a unit occurring in the context and the complete query is represented by a
context that combines the available units. The triggering of the context reso
lution performs the desired effect either accessing the ontology representation
for retrieving the results or performing the several SPARQL operations for
manipulating the answer set.

The presented representation of the ontology was not the first approach,
having suffered two major changes:

o The first approach was to represent the individuals and their properties
as instantiations of the classes: they would be represented as a com-
pound term containing the name of the class as functor and list the
narne of the individual and all the properties as arguments in a pre-
defined order. The individuals were stored in the class they belonged
to.

This representation was later abandoned due to the difference in the
number of properties each individual could contain: each class unit
would have one argument for each property defined in the ontology.

o Later, a representation in which each individual was represented in a
different unit was tested. This representation although being the most
modular and representative of the original ontology structure was also
replaced by the described structure, in which all the individuals of the
ontology are stored in the sa.me unit. This allows to take advantage
of some Prolog predicate optimizations such as indexing (as described
in [AKel]).

Some presented benchmarks show the developed system is slow in rep
resenting the ontologies when compared to other systems. Also presented

where the reasons for this slowdown: the compilation and loading of the
generated units. This indicates that the XPTO system should be used to
generate an executable with the representation of the ontology instead of
loading the units on the fly. This executable cân be loaded at a later time
to perform queries on the ontolog;r.
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I\rture Work
Further improvements can be performed on the developed system, both

in the ontology representation layer and on the SPARQL resolution. On the
representation side one can point out:

Allow multiple ontologies to be loaded: Currently it is only possible to
work with one ontology at a time. Allowing for an arbitrary number of
ontologies to be loaded and thus enable querying them, is considered

to be an essential part of improving the system. This will probably
require a change in the representation of the ontology, ât least in the
naming of the units that represent the classes and propeúies of the
ontology.

Semantics of OWL: The several OWL constructors are only curently be
ing stored in the unit that represents the element they refer. It is also
vital the development of the system into a more elaborate reasoning
system, that the semantics of these constructors be taken into account
and correctly mapped in the representation of the ontology. To achieve

this, there is a lot of space for improvement in the mi,cro-representat'ion
of the ontology, i.e., the predicates thpt are present in each unit of the
representation, or by developing rules that implement the semantics.

Strengthen the integration with ISCO: Although this was one of the
main objective and motivation for this work this integration is still very
small. To further integrate the system with ISCO, it should be possible

to describe an ontology in a similar form to the ISCO description of
a database (as presented in [AN06]) and to develop a uniform and
desirably indistinct way to query both an ontolory and a relational
database.

In the SPARQL query answering component the more relevant develop
ments are:

Complete the SPARQL support: Currently not all of the SPARQL con-
structors are implemented. Although not necessary to achieve the de-
sired prototype status of the system, a full support for the SPARQL
specifications and protocol is necessary for the deployment of the sys-

tem.

Adopt the latest SPARQL specifications: The SPARQL system was de'
veloped against the specifications of 6 April2006 in which SPARQL was
considered W3C Candidate Recommendation. There have been further
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developments to the SPARQL language since then and it is necessary

to update the implementation.

Throughout the development of this work some choices had to be made:

from choices of representation to language choices. In terms of representa-
tion, after some evolution, the achieved representation is considered to be
efficient and straightforward. In the field of languages, the most difficult
choice was SPARQL since, although there are no valid alternatives, there are
also undefined issues when using SPARQL to query OWL ontologies.

This concludes the description of the developed system. XPTO allows to
represent, query OWL ontologies and answer SPARQL queries using GNU
Prolog/CX.
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